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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC., IDAHO 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC., 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41256 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE MELISSA MOODY 
JOHN B. HINTON GENE A. PETTY 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO BOISE, IDAHO 
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Date: 8/27 /2013 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 08:07 AM ROA Report 
Page 1of2 Case: CV-OC-2012-08338 Current Judge: Melissa Moody 
Idaho Youth Ranch Inc, etal. vs. Ada County Board Of Equalization 
Idaho Youth Ranch Inc, Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center Lie vs. Ada County Board Of Equalization 
Date Code User Judge 
5/8/2012 NGOC CCSWEECE New Case Filed - Other Claims Deborah Bail 
PETN CCSWEECE Petition For Judicial Review Deborah Bail 
6/8/2012 NOTC CCWATSCL Notice of Filing of Agency Record Deborah Bail 
8/2/2012 NOTS CCRANDJD Notice Of Service Deborah Bail 
8/22/2012 HRSC DCDOUGLI Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Deborah Bail 
11/07/2012 03:30 PM) 
DCDOUGLI Notice of Status Conference Deborah Bail 
9/10/2012 NOTC CCMEYEAR Notice of Response to Discovery Request Deborah Bail 
11/7/2012 CONH CCTHERTL Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Deborah Bail 
on 11/07/2012 03:30 PM: Conference Held 
11/20/2012 ORDR DCKORSJP Scheduling Order Deborah Bail 
2/15/2013 MOSJ CCHOLMEE Motion For Summary Judgment Deborah Bail 
BREF CCHOLMEE Brief in Support of Motion Deborah Bail 
MOTN CCDEREDL Ada County Board of Equalizations Motion for Deborah Bail 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD CCDEREDL Affidavit of Christopher D Rich Deborah Bail 
MEMO CCDEREDL Ada County Board of Equalizations Memorandum Deborah Bail 
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
2/27/2013 ORDQ CC KHAM SA Notice And Order Of Recusal Deborah Bail 
CJWO CC KHAM SA Change Assigned Judge: Disqualification W/O Melissa Moody 
Cause 
NOTR CC KHAM SA Notice Of Reassignment To Judge Melissa Melissa Moody 
Moody 
3/1/2013 BREF MCBIEHKJ Brief in Reply to Motion for Summary Judgment Melissa Moody 
RPLY CCPINKCN Reply memorandumin Support of Ada County Melissa Moody 
Board of Equalization's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Response to Petitioners' Motion 
for Summary Judgment 
3/8/2013 NOHG CCVIDASL Notice Of Hearing Re Ada County Board of Melissa Moody 
Equalizations Motion for Summary Judgment 
HRSC CCVIDASL Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Melissa Moody 
Judgment 04/29/2013 04:00 PM) 
4/11/2013 LETT TCHOCA Letter to Counsel re: possible conflict hearing Melissa Moody 
case & proposing DQ 
4/29/2013 DCHH TCHOCA Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Melissa Moody 
scheduled on 04/29/2013 04:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: N/A 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 50 
5/9/2013 ORDR DCABBOSM Order Requesting Additional Briefing Melissa Moody 
6/10/2013 BREF CCHEATJL Petitioners Supplemental Brief Melissa Moody 
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Date: 8/27/2013 
Time: 08:07 AM 
Page 2 of 2 
Idaho Youth Ranch Inc, 
Date Code 
6/10/2013 MEMO 
6/19/2013 DEOP 
JDMT 
JDMT 
STAT 
7/23/2013 APSC 
NOTA 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2012-08338 Current Judge: Melissa Moody 
Idaho Youth Ranch Inc, etal. vs. Ada County Board Of Equalization 
User: TCWEGEKE 
Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center Lie vs. Ada County Board Of Equalization 
User Judge 
CCHEATJL · Supplemental Memorandum In Support Of Ada Melissa Moody 
County Board Of Equalization's Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
DCABBOSM Memorandum Decision and Order Melissa Moody 
DCABBOSM Judgment Melissa Moody 
TCHOCA Judgment: Appeals' decision is affirmed. Melissa Moody 
Judgment enters in favor of Respondent 
TCHOCA STATUS CHANGED: closed Melissa Moody 
CCTHIEBJ Appealed To The Supreme Court Melissa Moody 
CCTHIEBJ NOTICE OF APPEAL Melissa Moody 
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JOHN B. IDNTON, ISB No. 4114 
POBox2702 
Boise., ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-0200 
Facsimile: (208) 361..0029 
Attorney for Petitioner 
1\11)_=:--~iED-~~ A.M-------~~-~ 
MAY 0 8 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D 
- By CHRIST/Ne s~fgH, Clark 
OEPUTy •vc:ET 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
) 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC. ) 
IDAHO YOVTBRANCBNAGEL ) 
CENTER, LLC ) 
Petitioner, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF ) 
EQUALIZATION, ) 
Respendent. ) 
___________ ) 
CASE NO. CV OC 1208338 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL 
REVIEW 
COMES NOW The Idaho Youth Ranch Inc., the successor to the Idaho Youth Ranch 
Nagel Center, LLC, as the Petitioner in this matter and respectfully petitions the District Court 
for judicial review of the final decision and order of the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals dated April 
19, 2012, In the .Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth. Ranch Nagel Center. LLC Appeal No. 11-
A-1102. 
This petition is filed pursuant to Idaho Code § 63-3812 and Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 84. 
Petition for Judicial Review- Page 1 
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Bearing and Reeord 
The bearing before the Idaho die Board of Tax Appeals was recorded. The recording is in 
the possession of the Clerk of the ~ Idaho Board of Tax Appeals, 3380 W. Americana 
Terrace, Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706. No fee is required for preparation of the record. A transcript 
will be prepared and paid for by the parties once the amount is determined by the contracted 
court reporter. 
Issue for .Judicial Review 
The issue presented in this appeal is whether the property owned by Petitioner qualifies 
for exemption from property tax pursuant Idaho Code § 63-602C as property belonging to a 
charitable organi7.8tion. 
Respectfuily submitted this EL~ of May 2012. 
Petition for Judicial Review- Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of May, 2012, I caused to be served a true oopy of 
the foregoing PEI11'ION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to those parties marked served below: 
Gene A. Petty 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front St, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
ADA County Assessor 
190 E. Front St., Suite 107 
Bo~ID83702 
Idaho Board of Tax Appeals 
3380 Americana Terrace, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
Petition for Judicial Review-Page 3 
~PoslagcPaid. 
D Hand Delivetecl to Office or 
Comt House Drop Box. 
0 Fax Tnmsmittal 
~Mail.Postage Paid. 
0 Hand Ddivenld fD Office OT 
ComtHouse Drop Box. 
0 Fax Transmittal 
~Mail. Poslagc Paid. 
0 Hand Deli¥ered to Office or 
Court 1IOllllC Drop Box. 
0 Fax Tnmsmittal 
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RECEIVED 
JUN ... 8 2012 JUN 0 8 2012 
Ada County Clerk CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By CHARLOTTE WATSON 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TH~Purv 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC. 
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, 
LLC 
Petitioner/Appellant, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
Defendants/Respondents. 
) Case No. CV-OC-2012-08338 
) 
) NOTICE OF FILING OF 
) AGENCY RECORD 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Attached is the file from the Idaho State Board of Tax Appeals for Appeal 
No. 11-A-1102, appealed to the Fourth Judicial District Court of Ada County. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I have on this 7th day of June, 2012, mailed a copy of the within 
and foregoing document by sending the same by United States mail, postage prepaid, 
addressed to the Clerk of the Fourth Judicial District Court, 200 W. Front Street, Boise, ID 
83702-7300, and mailed a copy of the Notice of Filing of Agency Record to John Hinton, 
Esq., P.O. Box 2702, Boise, ID 83701 and Gene A. Petty, Ada County Prosecutor, 200 W. 
Front Street, Rm. 3191, Boise, ID 83702. 
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JOHN B. HINTON, ISB No. 4114 
POBox2702 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-0200 
Facsimile: (208) 361-0029 
Attorney for Petitioner 
• 
CHRISTOPHER D. R~CH, Ck:,rk 
By ELYSHIA HOUvh:.c 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, 
INC., IDAHO YOUTH RANCH 
NAGEL CENTER, LLC, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------) 
CASE NO. CV OC 2012 08338 
PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Petitioner Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc., Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, moves for 
entry of summary judgment against Respondent Ada County Board of Equalization pursuant to 
Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Respondent's motion is based upon the record of 
proceedings before the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals, including the transcript of the Appeal 
Hearing held November 18, 2011, and the Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed herewith. 
Respectfully submitted this/ S ""day of Feb 
Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment- Page 1 
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• 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /fl~ day of February, 2013, I caused to be served a true copy 
of the foregoing PETITIONER'MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked served below: 
Gene Petty 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front St, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment- Page 2 
~aid. 
D Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
D Fax Transmittal 
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JOHN B. HINTON, ISB No. 4114 
P0Box2702 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-0200 
Facsimile: (208) 361-0029 
Attorney for Petitioner 
• 
:.~.:\~1~~==~----
FE/B 1 5 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, 
INC., IDAHO YOUTH RANCH 
NAGEL CENTER, LLC, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV OC 2012 08338 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
~~~~~~~~-) 
Petitioner Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc., (hereinafter "Youth Ranch"), the successor to Idaho 
Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, (hereinafter "LLC"), submits this brief in support of its motion 
for an order of summary judgment reversing the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals. 
Introduction 
This is an appeal from the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals ("The Board"). The 
issue on appeal is whether property used by the Youth Ranch, and held through its wholly-owned 
LLC, qualifies for a charitable property tax exemption under Idaho Code § 63-602C. 
Petitioner's Brief in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment-Page I 
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• 
Factual Background 
The record in this case establishes the following: 
Record concerning the Idaho Youth Ranch 
• The Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc. has been recognized as a 501(c)(3) charitable 
organization since 1954. (Transcript (TR) 17, LN. 15-23 and Exhibit 1 (IRS 
501(c)(3) letter)). 
• The stated purposes of the Youth Ranch may be found in various documents 
including its Articles of Incorporation (Supplemental Exhibit, attached hereto )1 
and its annual Federal Form 990 Return (Exhibit 14 ). These purposes are stated to 
be "charitable," and, more specifically: 
[T]o provide troubled children and their families a bridge to a valued, 
responsible and productive future. To that end the Youth Ranch is established 
to:... establish, maintain and operate facilities for the development of 
juveniles or young persons; ... establish adoption agencies; ... establish other 
organizations ... to assist in the advancement of the charitable purposes of 
the Idaho Youth Ranch. 
(Supplemental Exhibit, page l) (Emphasis added). 
• The Youth Ranch has three residential units for children: one in Coeur d'Alene 
which provides drug and alcohol treatment to children up to age 18; one in Boise 
("Hays House"); which provides a shelter for unaccompanied youth ("Hays 
1 This document was expressly requested to be made part of the record in the prior proceeding before the Board of 
Tax Appeals. (See TR 79, LN 16-22). Although Petitioner's counsel submitted that document in that proceeding, 
the document appears to be missing from the agency record lodged with the district court. Petitioner's counsel 
provides that document-which is a public record of the Idaho Secretary of State - as an attachment. 
Petitioner's Brief in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment- Page 2 
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House"); and the original Ranch in Rupert. Many of the children served have been 
previously abused. The children benefit from counselors, who help the children 
correct some of the thinking errors that they have and work through some of the 
difficulties they have experienced. {TR 11, LN 1-23 ). 
• Children at the Rupert facility also participate in animal therapy with horses and 
other animals. Testimony concerning this therapy suggests it benefits these 
children in ways such as learning to have empathy for their animals and thereby 
learning to have empathy for themselves. These children often report that the 
Youth Ranch has saved their lives. Many have tried to commit suicide in the past. 
(TR 11, LN 23 to TR 12, LN 9). 
• The Youth Ranch provides counseling to families to help integrate the children 
into a good family situation after a child leaves one of the residential facilities. 
(TR12, LN 12 to TR 13, LN 5). 
• The Youth Ranch has also provided adoption services. At the time of the property 
tax assessment in this case, the Youth Ranch provided foster care recruitment and 
training for foster parents. (TR 13, LN 15-24). 
• The Youth Ranch uses the federal poverty guidelines to price services to recipient 
families. The amount charged is less than the cost of those services. (TR 16, LN 
25 to TR 17, LN 12). 
• The Youth Ranch receives millions of pounds of donated items which are either 
sold through one of its 27 thrift store locations or recycled. Many of these items 
would otherwise end up as waste in landfills. (TR 14, LN 17; TR 15, LN 1-2; and 
Petitioner's Brief in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment- Page 3 
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• 
TR 16, LN 1-9). 
• The Youth Ranch operates a used car lot where donated cars are sold. 
Additionally, the Youth Ranch assists BSU Radio with its own fundraising by 
selling cars donated to BSU Radio. (TR 14, LN 19-25). 
• Some of the services provided by the Youth Ranch - especially drug and alcohol 
treatment programs - are contracted for by the government or otherwise replace 
government services. {TR 16, LN 10-24). 
Record concerning the Acquisition of the Property 
• The Articles of Incorporation of the Youth Ranch expressly authorized the Youth 
Ranch to establish other organizations to assist in the advancement of the 
charitable proposes of the Idaho Youth Ranch. (Supplemental Exhibit, page 1). 
• In 2006, the Youth Ranch desired to purchase a complex where it could have 
central distribution, executive offices, and a place for southern Idaho community 
services. {TR 19, LN 6-10). 
• The Youth Ranch was approached by Nagel Beverage Company. Nagel Beverage 
Company wanted to sell its property to the Youth Ranch for $1,136,000 less than 
the property's appraised value and donate this amount of equity as a charitable 
contribution. (TR 19, LN 10-16). 
• There was not much time to complete the transaction because the Nagel Beverage 
Company was making the sale is part of a 1031 exchange. {TR 19, LN 12, TR 20 
LN 5-8) [Note: Section 1031 requires replacement property exchanged to be 
Petitioner's Brief in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment- Page 4 
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identified within 45 days, and closed within 180 days of property transferred. See 
26 USC 1031]. 
• Additionally, the lender - Key Bank - wanted the Youth Ranch to set up an LLC 
to hold the property to facilitate qualification of the loan in time to close the 
transaction. (TR 20, LN 8-13). 
Record concerning the LLC 
• The Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC ("LLC") was created on August 15, 
2006. (Exhibit 3). 
• Initially, the Idaho Youth Ranch Foundation, Inc. (''the Foundation") managed the 
LLC. The Foundation was a separate charitable organization recognized under 
Section 509(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code as a "support organization"; its 
sole charitable function was to support a 501(c)(3) charitable organization, in this 
case, the Youth Ranch. The Foundation also managed scholarships for children 
that graduated from the Ranch program and performed other support functions. 
(TR 18, LN 3-25; TR 21, LN 13-15). 
• On March 3, 2010 the Foundation was merged with the Youth Ranch. The Youth 
Ranch therefore became the sole owner and manager of the LLC. (See TR 21, 
LN 13-18). 
• The LLC was named "Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC" in honor of the 
charitable contribution made by the Nagel Beverage Company. A contractual 
provision in the agreement with the Nagel Beverage Company required that: "for 
so long as buyer owns and holds the property for charitable purposes, the property 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment- Page 5 
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shall be operated under the name Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center or similar 
name approved by Nagel." (TR 26, LN 19 to TR 27, LN 16 and Exhibit 8, 
Addendum paragraph D). 
• Under Federal Law, the LLC is treated as a "disregarded entity'' and therefore part 
of the Idaho Youth Ranch. Consequently, the Youth Ranch's charitable 
exemption status extended to the LLC. (TR 20, LN 22 to TR 21, LN 12). 
• The LLC's activities were reported under Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles (GAAP) on the financial statements of the Youth Ranch. No separate 
financial statements were prepared for the LLC. (TR 29, LN 2-23). 
• Similarly, the LLC's activities were reported on Form 990 the federal exempt 
organization tax return for the Youth Ranch. (TR page 21, LN 17-18). 
• Form 990 states the charitable purpose of the Youth Ranch which was also a 
statement of purpose for the LLC. (Exhibit 14 and TR 30, LN 2-21). 
• Additionally, Nancy Proctor, the Youth Ranch's Vice President, Treasurer and 
Chief Financial Officer stated on direct examination that the purpose of the LLC 
was to "support the Youth Ranch" and maintain the building for the Youth Ranch 
so that it could secure preferential financing for the building. (TR 21, LN 22 to 
25). 
• On cross examination, Ms. Proctor was asked the following question: 
Q. But what does it [the LLC] have to provide for charitable activities? 
A. It has a building 
(TR 61, LN 21 to 23). 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment - Page 6 
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• The building provided the Youth Ranch with a critical distribution center, 
executive offices and a place for southern Idaho community services. (TR 19, LN 
6-10). 
• The property provides public benefit from the millions of pounds of donations 
received there. Services to children and families were provided from that 
location. Adoptions were also arranged from that property. (TR 32, LN 12-21). 
• Besides the charitable activities of Youth Ranch, the Police Department was 
permitted to use the property after hours to train police dogs. Drugs are hidden in 
donated clothing for dogs to find. (TR 51, LN 12 to TR 52, LN 3). 
Record concerning the Non-Commercial Nature of the LLC 
• The lease between the LLC and the Youth Ranch was not entered into for-profit. 
(TR 26, LN 11-18). 
• Rather the rent was set at an amount equal to the mortgage payments, only. (TR 
23, LN 21 to TR 24, LN 7). 
• Since the property was acquired in a part gift transaction, it was believed that the 
rent was below-market. (TR 25, LN 23 to TR 26, LN 8). 
• Moreover, if hypothetically a "profit" had been made by the LLC, such profit 
would have been reported under generally accepted accounting principles 
(GAAP) on the financial statement and tax return of the Youth Ranch. (TR 29, 
LN2-2~). 
• The fact that the lease arrangement was not an arm's length transaction was 
specifically stated in the lending documents (TR 22, LN 8-25 and Exhibit 6, page 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment- Page 7 
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1). Moreover, the tenant (Youth Ranch) was required to guarantee the landlord's 
(LLC) mortgage. (TR 23, LN 1-20 and Exhibit 7). 
• On August 25, 2011 the subject property owned by the LLC was conveyed to the 
Youth Ranch. The LLC was then merged into the Youth Ranch, with the Youth 
Ranch as the only surviving entity. (TR 30, LN 22 to TR 31, LN 24; and Exhibits 
15 and 16). 
The Record Concerning Charitable Constitutions 
• In addition to the charitable contribution made by the Nagel Beverage Company 
when the property was acquired, the Youth Ranch also received a $350,000 
matching charitable grant from the ALSAM Foundation for remodeling and 
equipment for the subject property. (See Exhibit 11 ). These funds were matched 
by donations from the public. (See Exhibit 12 and TR 27, LN 24 to TR 29, LN 
1 ). 
• The money used to pay the property taxes here in question came from donations 
from the public. This money would otherwise be used to pay for the charitable 
activities of the Youth Ranch in supporting Idaho children and their families, 
specifically the treatment of children, and the provision of counseling and 
residential services. (TR 33, LN 1-9). 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment- Page 8 
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Proceedings before the Board of Tax Appeals 
Petitioner applied for a property tax exemption as a charitable organization pursuant 
Idaho Code § 63-602C. The Ada County Board of Equalization denied the application. 
Petitioner appealed to the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals, which affirmed the denial of exemption. 
Petitioner filed this appeal. 
Standard of Review 
Appeals from the Board of Tax Appeals are governed by Idaho Code § 63-3812. 
Subsection ( c) of the statute provides: 
(Emphasis added.) 
Appeals may be based upon any issue presented by the appellant to the 
board of tax appeals and shall be heard and determined by the court 
without a jury in a trial de novo on the issues in the same manner as 
though it were an original proceeding in that court. The burden of proof 
shall fall upon the party seeking affirmative relief to establish that the 
decision made by the board of tax appeals is erroneous. A preponderance 
of the evidence shall suffice to sustain the burden of proof. The burden of 
proof shall fall upon the party seeking affirmative relief and the burden of 
going forward with the evidence shall shift as in other civil litigation. The 
court shall render its decision in writing, including therein a concise 
statement of the facts found by the court and conclusions of law reached 
by the court. The court may affirm, reverse or modify the order, direct the 
tax collector of the county or the state tax commission to refund any taxes 
found in such appeal to be erroneously or illegally assessed or collected or 
may direct the collection of additional taxes in proper cases. 
"Summary judgment is appropriate if there are no genuine issues of material fact and the 
case can be decided as a matter of law. The construction and application of a legislative act are 
pure questions of law as to which the [reviewing court] exercises free review." Ada County Bd. 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment- Page 9 
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of Equalization v. Highlands, Inc., 108 P.3d 349, 353,141 Idaho 202, 206 (Idaho 2005); citing 
Roeder Holdings, L.L.C. v. Bd of Equalization of Ada County, 136 Idaho 809, 41 P.3d 237 
(2001). 
Law and Argument 
Petitioner seeks an exemption from property tax pursuant Idaho Code §63-602C. This 
statute requires the subject property to belong to a charitable organization identified in the statute 
and be used exclusively for the organization's charitable purposes. 
In this instance, the stated purposes of the Youth Ranch included the ability to "establish 
other organizations ... to assist in the advancement of the charitable purpose of the Idaho Youth 
Ranch." (Supplemental Exhibit, page. I). 
The LLC was one such organization, and the purpose of the LLC was to advance the 
charitable purpose of the Idaho Youth Ranch. The LLC fulfilled this purpose by providing a 
building for use by the Youth Ranch. 
The relevant Idaho Supreme Court decision concermng charitable property tax 
exemptions is Ca1zyon County v. Sunny Ridge Manor, Inc., 106 Idaho 98, 100, 675 P.2d 813 
(1984 ). Although this case predates the amendment of Idaho Code § 63-602C that added 
charitable limited liability companies, the Court set forth the eight factors to be applied to 
analyze a charitable organization's exemption: (1) the stated purposes of its undertaking, (2) 
whether its functions are charitable, (3) whether it is supported by donations, (4) whether the 
recipients of its services are required to pay for the assistance they receive, (5) whether there is a 
general public benefit, ( 6) whether the income received produces a profit, (7) to whom the assets 
would go up on dissolution of the Corporation, and (8) whether the "charity" provided is based 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment- Page 10 
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on need. Each of these factors is discussed below. Id., at 100, 675 P.2d at 815. 
(1) Purpose: The stated purposes of the LLC may be found in several places. The 
Operating Agreement permits the organization to engage "any lawful business." See Exhibit 4. 
While this form language permits but does not limit the organization's purpose to charitable 
activities, such limitation is found in federal law. Under federal law, the LLC is treated as 
"disregarded entity" and therefore its activities are subject to the same charitable activity 
restrictions as it's 100% owner. Additionally, all of the activities of the LLC are reported on 
Federal Form 990 (Exhibit 14). These purposes are stated to be charitable and more specifically 
"to provide troubled children and their families a bridge to a valued, responsible and productive 
future." (See Exhibit 14 at page 1 and schedule 0). Moreover, the Youth Ranch Articles of 
Incorporation provide:"to ... establish other organizations ... to assist in the advancement of the 
charitable purposes of the Idaho Youth Ranch." (Supplemental Exhibit, page 1). Hence, the 
purpose was to establish the LLC to assist in the advancement of the charitable purposes of the 
Idaho Youth Ranch. The agreement with Nagel Beverage Company also obligated the property 
to be held for charitable purposes. Finally, testimony established that its purpose was to support 
the charitable activities of the Youth Ranch, its 100% owner. 
In this respect, this case is most similar to the recent decision in Ada County Board of 
Equalization v. Michael's Carnegie, LLC, which affirmed the decision of the Board of Tax 
Appeals providing exemption for an LLC which held property for its 100% owner, St. Michael's 
Carnegie, LLC. In that case, which is attached here, the district court found that, 
notwithstanding the articles of organization which purported to allow the organization to engage 
in "any lawful business," the goals of the LLC were those of its sole member, the church. 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment- Page 11 
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The St. Michael's Carnegie case involved an exemption under section 63-602B for 
religious LLCs. The language of the exemption for religious LLCs completely parallels that of 
the charitable exemption found in section 63-602C. 
The Board of Tax of Appeals attempts to distinguish the present case from St. Michael's 
Carnegie by noting that in this case, there is a lease agreement between the parent organization 
and the LLC. However, the lease agreement is a "red herring." The lease was not a commercial 
lease arrangement: there was no profit motive; it was not an arms-length lease; and the tenant 
was required to guarantee the landlord's performance under the loan. Even had a profit to the 
landlord been possible, such profit would have been reported on the tax return of the tenant! 
In both St. Michael's Carnegie and in the present case, the LLC's purpose was to hold 
land for the benefit of the charitable organization which owned the LLC. 
(2) Charitable function. The functions of LLC were in fact to support the activities of the 
Youth Ranch. In this respect, the LLC is much like a charitable foundation (a supporting 
organization recognized under 26 USC 509(a)(3)) which provides support for other charitable 
organizations. The LLC supported the Youth Ranch by providing a building for its charitable 
activities. The property tax here in question was paid from donations. This money would 
otherwise go to help the Youth Ranch in assisting the children and families of Idaho. 
(3) Support by Donations. As noted previously, in addition to the initial partial charitable 
contribution of the property, the Idaho Youth Ranch received a $350,000 grant as well as 
matching charitable contributions from the public for the subject property benefiting both the 
Youth Ranch and the LLC. 
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( 4) Recipients of Services. The LLC provided the Youth Ranch with below-market rent 
and ultimately deeded the property back to the Youth Ranch for no consideration. The Youth 
Ranch in turn provided free and low-cost services to benefit the public. 
(5) General Public Benefit. The LLC's activities supported the charitable purposes of the 
Youth Ranch which benefited Idaho children and their families. The subject property was also 
used after hours by police for training police dogs. 
(6) Lack of Profit. Testimony in this case established that no profit was sought by the 
LLC. Moreover, had a profit been realized it would have been reported under generally accepted 
accounting principles on the financial statement and tax return of the Youth Ranch. 
(7) Where Assets Would Go. As its sole owner, any property owned by the LLC would 
have gone to the Youth Ranch upon liquidation. Moreover as explained above the subject 
property was in fact deeded to the Youth Ranch and the LLC was merged with the Youth Ranch. 
(8) Charity Based on Need. Testimony provided examples of the types of services needed 
and provided to the community, and to the children of Idaho. Many of these services would 
otherwise be performed by government. 
Facts which distinguish this tax year from prior years include the merger of the Idaho 
Youth Ranch Foundation, Inc. ("Foundation") into the Youth Ranch on March 31, 2010 so that 
The Youth Ranch owned the LLC directly; the transfer of the subject property to the Youth 
Ranch; and the subsequent merger of the LLC into the Youth Ranch on September 2, 2011. 
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Conclusion 
From the foregoing, it is apparent that Petitioner's ownership and use of the property was 
charitable and should qualify for exemption from property tax pursuant Idaho Code §63-602C. 
If this court so holds, the charitable contributions made to the Youth Ranch will be used for the 
charitable purposes for which they given. 
Respectfully submitted this/)/ S day of February 2013, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this( ~f~y of February, 2013, I caused to be served a true copy 
of the foregoing PETITIONER'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked served 
below: 
Gene Petty 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front St, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
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~Postage Paid. 
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-FILED-EF-FECT1VE 
AMENDED AND RESTATED 
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
OF 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC. 
04 APR 2i PH 1: 1l7 
SEChE TARY OF STATE 
STATE OF IOAHO 
The Board of Directors of The Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc., a nonprofit 
corporation ("Corporation") hereby resolves to amend and restate its Articles of 
Incorporation ("Articles") as follows. 
ARTICLE I 
NAME OF THE CORPORATION 
The name of the Corporation is The Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc. 
ARTICLE II 
STATUS 
The Corporation is a nonprofit corporation. 
ARTICLE Ill 
PERIOD OF DURATION 
The period of duration of the Corporation is perpetual. 
ARTICLE IV 
REGISTERED OFFICE AND AGENT 
The location of the Corporation is in the City of Boise, County of Ada, and 
in the State of Idaho. The address of the registered office is 7025 Emerald 
Street, Boise, Idaho 83704, and the name of the registered agent at this address 
is Michael Jones. 
ARTICLEV 
PURPOSES 
The purposes for which the Corporation is organized and will be operated 
are as follows: 
A. To provide troubled children and their families a bridge to a valued, 
responsible and productive future. To that end the corporation is established to: 
(i) establish, maintain and operate facilities for the development of juveniles or 
young persons; (ii) aid and assist in the prevention of juvenile delinquency; (iii) 
rehabilitate and aid in the readjustment of juveniles; (iv) establish adoption 
agencies; (v) obtain all necessary licenses and permits to take custody of, 
protect, train and discipline children; and (vi) establish other organizations or 
corporations to assist in the advancement of the charitable purposes of the Idaho 
Youth Ranch. 
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B. To provide charitable, religious, educational, or scientific activities within 
the meaning of Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended from time to time, including, for such actiVities, the making of 
distributions to organizations that qualify as exempt under such Section 
501(c)(3). 
C. To exercise all powers granted by law necessary and proper to carry out 
the foregoing purposes, including, but not limited to, the power to accept 
donations of money, property, whether real or personal, or any other things of 
value. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to authorize or permit the 
Corporation to carry on any business for profit, to exercise any power, or to do 
any act that a corporation formed under the Act, or any amendment thereto or 
substitute therefore, may not at that time lawfully carry on or do. 
ARTICLE VI 
LIMITATIONS 
No part of the net earnings or the assets of the Corporation shall inure to 
the benefit of, or be distributable to, its members, directors, officers, or other 
private persons except that the Corporation shall be authorized and empowered 
to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered and to make payments 
and distributions in furtherance of the purposes set forth in Article V hereof. No 
substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall be for the carrying on of 
propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the Corporation 
shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distribution of 
statements) any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office. 
Notwithsta'nding any other provisions of these Articles, the Corporation shall not 
carry on any other activities not permitted to be carried on by a corporation 
exempt from federal income tax under Section 501{c)(3) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended from time to time. 
ARTICLE VII 
NO MEMBERS 
The corporation shall not have members. 
ARTICLE VIII 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The affairs of the Corporation shall be managed by its Board of Directors. 
The number of Directors serving on the Board of Directors shall be fixed in 
accordance with the Corporation's Bylaws. Other than the Directors constituting 
the Board of Directors, who are designated in these Articles, the Directors shall 
be elected by the existing Directors of the Corporation in the manner and for the 
term provided in the Bylaws of the Corporation. 
ARTICLE IX 
DISTRIBUTION ON DISSOLUTION 
AMENDED AND RESTATED ARTICLES - 2 
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Upon dissolution of the Corporation, the Board of Directors shalt, after 
paying or making provision for the payment of all liabilities of the Corporation, 
distribute all the assets of the Corporation consistent with the purposes of the 
Corporation to such organization or organizations as shall at that time qualify as 
exempt organizations under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended from time to time, in such manner as the Board of Directors 
shall determine. Any such assets not so distributed shall be distributed by the 
district court of the county in which the principal office of the Corporation is then 
located, exclusively for the purposes or to such organizations, as such court shalt 
determine to be consistent with the purposes of the Corporation. 
ARTICLE XI 
BYLAWS 
Provisions for the regulation of the internal affairs of the Corporation shall 
be set forth in the Bylaws. The Board of Directors of the Corporation shall be 
authorized to amend the Corporation1s Bylaws at a properly noticed special or 
regular meeting of the Board of Directors. 
ARTICLE XII 
DATE OF MEETING AND QUORUM 
The date of the meeting of Directors of the Board of Directors at which the 
foregoing amendment was adopted was April 23, 2004. The number of Directors 
of the Corporation present at the meeting was 10, which constitutes a quorum. 
ARTICLE XIII 
VOTE ON AMENDMENTS 
The number of Directors voting for the amendments was 1 O and the 
number of Directors voting against the amendment was 0. The amendments 
were therefore adopted by a majority of the votes that Directors present at the 
meeting in person or by proxy were entitled to cast. 
DATED this 26 day of April, 2004. 
President 
Tondra Post Secretary 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
Case No. CV-OC-09-21103 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
ST. MICHAEL'S CARNEGIE, LLC, 
Res ndent. 
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
This matter is before the Court on consolidated appeals from decisions by the Board of · · 
Tax Appeals involving the same taxpayer and the same property but different tax years. The 
issue presented in both cases is identical: what constitutes a ''religious limited liability company" 
for purposes of exemption from local property tax? The value is not in dispute. 
The parties are agreed the evidentiary facts are undisputed and contained in the record 
from the proceedings before the Board of Tax Appeals. This Court is required to render its 
decision in writing, including therein a concise statement of the facts found by the court and 
conclusions oflaw reached by the court. l.C. § 63-3812. Procedurally, the matter is before the 
Court on a motion for summary judgment. Consequently, findings of fact would ordinarily not 
be required. To the extent required by the statute, this Memorandum shall serve as the Court's 
findings of fact and conclusions of law. 
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St. Michael's Parish Inc. ("St. Michael's" or "the church") is the entity through which the 
local Episcopal Church owns and operates its real property. In 2006 St. Michael's became 
interested in purchasing the property at issue here. The property is commonly known as The 
Carnegie Building. To that end, St. Michael's sought to raise funds from its congregation. 
Though St. Michael's managed to· raise roughly one-third of the costs it also obtained funds by 
way of a loan from a parishioner to finance the acquisition. The parishioner, wanting to avoid 
the unenviable position of foreclosing on his church in the event of default requested an "arms-
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length agreement" that stood apart from the church. To accommodate this request, the church 
created the St. Michael's Carnegie LLC ("LLC'') for the sole purpose of purchasing and holding 
the land until the debt against it is paid. The LLC's sole member is St. Michael's. The LLC 
operating agreement provides that the Vestry (governing body) of St. Michael's is the governing 
body of the LLC. The operating agreement of the LLC allows it to conduct and transact "all 
lawful business." Neither the Articles of Organization nor the Operating Agreement make 
mention of any religious purpose of the LLC, other than as may be inferred from the fact that the 
sole member of the LLC is St. Michael's Parish, Inc., a religious institution. 
The Church originally set about to acquire the property to further its ministry. It has been 
used for that purpose since it was purchased with the exception of a portion of the premises 
which was leased to a law office after the 2008 assessment. The taxpayer acknowledges liability 
for the prorated amount of tax as provided by l.C. § 63-602B and the parties have stipulated to 
the amount of the proration in the event the exemption is allowed. Otherwise the property has 
been used exclusively for religious purposes in furtherance of the goals of St. Michael's as a 
religious institution. St. Michaels pays nothing for use of the property. Other than the rental 
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income in 2009, the moneys used to retire the debt come from St. Michael's. The portion rented 
out was done for the purpose of helping retire the debt. It is the stated intention of St. Mic~ael' s 
to dissolve the LLC and vest title in St. Michael's once the debt is retired. 
The LLC sought and was denied a religious tax exemption for the property in 2007 by 
Ada County. The LLC appealed the decision to the Board of Tax Appeals who affirmed the 
decision on grounds that there was no exemption in Idaho law for an LLC to claim a property tax 
exemption under these circumstances. In 2008 the exemption statute was amended to include 
"religious" LLCs. Richard Demarest testified that the legislative change was initiated at the 
request of St. Michael's and as ~ result of the 2007 denial of the exemption. Ada County did not 
argue or suggest anything to the contrary. The LLC then sought an exemption for the 2008 tax 
year, which was again denied by Ada County. This time on appeal the Board of Tax Appeals 
reversed the county in a 2-1 decision based on the amendment. This process repeated in 2009 
with Ada County denying the exemption and the Board of Tax Appeais reversing in a 2-1 
decision. Ada County has filed a Petition for Judicial Review with this court. The parties have 
stipulated to consolidating the cases, which consolidation was granted by the court. Both parties 
agreed to utilize the Record and Transcript from the Board of Tax Appeal hearing conducted for 
the 2008 tax year for the purposes of this appeal. 
ANALYSIS 
The issue before the court is whether the LLC is a religious LLC such that it can claim the 
Idaho property tax exemption. This issue is one of statutory interpretation over which the court 
exercises free review. Appeals from the Board of Tax Appeals are "heard and determined by the 
court without a jwy in a trial de novo on the issues in the same manner as though it were an 
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original proceeding in that court." I.C. § 63-3812. Our Supreme Court has summarized the 
applicable legal standard: 
This Court has set forth a number of rules in determining whether or not a 
taxpayer is entitled to an exemption. First, tax exemptions are disfavored 
generally, perhaps because they seem to conflict with principles of fairness-
equality and uniformity-in bearing the burdens of government. Statutes granting 
tax exemptions are strictly construed against the taxpayer and in favor of the 
State. Tax exemptions are narrowly construed, following the "strict but 
reasonable" rule of statutory construction. A taxpayer must show a clear 
entitlement to an exemption, as an exemption will never be presumed. 
Ada County Bd of Equalization v. Highlands, Inc., 141Idaho202, 206, 108 P.3d 349, 
353 (2005) (citations omitted). 
The exemption at issue here is found in J.C.§ 63-602B that exempts property belonging 
to "any religious limited liability company .... used exclusively for and in connection with any 
combination of religious, educational, or recreational purposes or activities of such religious 
limited liability company .... " There are two elements necessary to claim the exemption: I) 
ownership by a religious limited liability company; and 2) use "in connection with" the religious 
purpose of the owner. Id. It is agreed that the property is being used for a religious purpose.1 
Thus, the sole issue here is whether the LLC is a "religious limited liability company." 
To qualify as a religious limited liability company an entity must be limited in scope to a 
religious purpose. The Idaho Code does not define "religious limited liability company." A 
"limited liability company" is defined broadly as an "entity formed under [the Idaho Uniform 
Limited Liability Company Act]." J.C.§ 30-6-102(9). A limited liability company is formed by 
filing a certificate of organization establishing the name of the LLC, the address of the initial 
1 A portion of the property is rented to third parties commencing with the 2009 tax year. As noted above, the parties 
have stipulated to the effect of the leases. 
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office, and the name and address of at least one member or manager. J.C. § 30-6-201. To prevent 
the term "religious limited liability company" from being superfluous, more than simply filing a 
standard certificate of organization must be required. What else is necessary however, is not 
clear from the statute. 
The Board of Tax Appeals (BTA) appears to have placed substantial weight on the fact 
that section 63-602B was amended in 2008 to include religious limited liability companies. 
While it is clear that the legislature sought to include LLC's organized with a religious purpose, 
this fact alone does not qualify every LLC for the exemption merely by virtue of its association 
with a religious entity. The LLC itself must still demonstrate its religious purpose. 
As there appears to be no guiding precedent in Idaho, the Court looks to other 
jurisdictions for guidance. Federal courts regularly deal with the determination of what 
constitutes a "religious corporation, association, educational institution, or society'' for the 
purpose of claiming exempt status to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. The Ninth Circuit 
recently held that for an entity to be considered a "religious corporation," for the purpose of 
claiming exempt status to Title VII of the civil rights act, it must pass a three part test. Spencer v. 
World Vision, Inc., -F.3d---, 2010 WL 3293706 (page 9) (9th Cir. 2010). A non-profit entity 
qualifies as a religious corporation if it: 1) is organized for a self-identified religious purpose (as 
evidenced by Articles of Incorporation or similar foundational documents); 2) is engaged in 
activity consistent with, and in furtherance of, those religious purposes; and 3) holds itself out to 
the public as religious." Id The concurring opinion of Judge Kleinfeld would add the additional 
requirement that the organization and does not engage primarily or substantially in the exchange 
of goods or services for money beyond nominal amounts. The dissent in that case suggests "we 
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ask only whether the primary activity of a purportedly religious organization consists of 
voluntary gathering for prayer and religious learning. Spencer v. World Vision, Inc. 20 I 0 WL 
3293706, (page 36) (9th Cir. 2010). 
Similarly, under 26 U.S.C. § 50l(c)(3) (2008), an entity "organized and operated 
exclusively for religious .... purposes .... " is exempt from certain federal income taxes. Thus, 
an organization seeking this exemption must demonstrate that it is organized and operated 
exclusively for a religious purpose. 26 C.F.R. §1.50l(c)(3)-1 (2008). The operational test 
requires an organization's "articles of organization .... [to] [l]imit the purposes of such 
organization to one or more exempt purposes; and [must] not expressly empower the 
organization to engage .... in activities which in themselves are not in furtherance of one or 
more exempt purposes." Id. at§ l.50l(c)(3)-l(b). 
These sources suggest that a "religious" entity must somehow limit its purpose in the 
organizational documents. Limiting the scope of an LLC to an exclusively "religious purpose," 
in an operating agreement, would likely suffice. However, in the context of the Idaho statute, 
this Court is not inclined to adopt a strict test requiring the organizational documents to limit the 
LLC to solely religious purposes. A requirement that the articles of organization not expressly 
empower the organization to engage in activities, which in themselves are not in furtherance of 
exempt purposes, would render meaningless that portion of the Idaho statute providing for 
proration of the tax if a portion of the property is used for commercial purposes. 
The parties here have fundamentally differing views of the nature of this LLC. Ada 
County would have the court focus on the facts that the LLC is unrestricted in its activities by its 
organizational documents and it exists for the purpose of insulating St. Michaels from liability on 
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the purchase money loan. The taxpayer would have the Court focus on the facts that the LLC's 
sole member is St. Michael's; that it is governed by the Vestry; and there is no commercial or 
profit making purpose for the LLC. The property was acquired and is intended to be used to 
further the goals and purpose of St. Michael's. Those goals and purposes are decidedly not 
commercial. 
This limited liability company is a separate entity, with the power to sue and be sued, 
independent from that of its members. See I.C. § 30-6-104(1) (stating that "[a] limited liability 
company is an entity distinct from its members."); I.C. § 30-6-105 (stating that "[a] limited 
liability company has the capacity to sue and be sued in its own name and the power to do all 
things necessary or convenient to carry on its activities .... "). Thus, by implication, a limited 
liability company may have a purpose that is its own, independent from that of its members. 
Therefore, the purpose of the member is not automatically imputed to the LL~. A company may, 
however, be so closely identified with its owners that the company is "merely the instrument 
through and by which [the stockholders] express their religious beliefs .... " E.E.0.C. v. Townley 
Engineering & Mfg. Co., 859 F.2d 610, 618 (9th Cir.1988). 
Here, as an initial matter, the LLC does not automatically share the purpose of its sole 
member. The LLC is a separate entity with its own purpose, scope, and duration. Thus, while St. 
Michael's Parish, Inc. is itself likely a religious entity for purposes of the property tax exemption, 
that is not the issue here. The sole issue is whether the LLC's purpose is religious. 
The LLC's operating agreement allows it to conduct "all lawful business." Were it not a 
wholly owned subsidiary of St. Michael's this broad language would appear to preclude the LLC 
from talcing the federal income tax exemption under§ 50l(c)(3) as it would likely fail under the 
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operational test. Similarly, the LLC would fail for the same reason under the first part of the 9th 
Circuit's three part test. 
It is undisputed that the purpose in forming the LLC was to facilitate a land transaction 
and insulate the church from the risk of foreclosure. It is also undisputed that the LLC was 
owned solely by the church and has no separate commercial purpose. The LLC was formed to 
insulate the church, but it exists to own land for use by the church. It does not have a 
commercial purpose (notwithstanding the leases). The LLC has no use or objective other than 
owning land in furtherance of the goals of St. Michael's. To the extent there is incidental use of 
the land for other than religious purposes that use results in taxation of a portion of the property. 
Ultimately, this court is constrained to hold that the property is exempt. The statute 
requires use of the property for a religious purpose by a religious LLC. Here, the taxpayer offers 
as proof of its religious nature its use of the property. If that were the only evidence, then this 
Court would be constrained to hold the LLC is not a "religious LLC." Use of the property is a 
separate issue under the statute. If use alone is determinative, then the requirement of a 
"religious" owner in the statute is superfluous. 
But the Court must also look to the ownership and operation of the LLC. The goals of the 
LLC are those ofits sole member. As in E.E.O.C. v. Townley Engineering & Mfg. Co., supra, 
this LLC is so closely aligned with its member that the beliefs of St. Michael's are the beliefs and 
tenets of St. Michael's Carnegie, LLC. Notwithstanding the ability set forth in the articles of 
organization to conduct any lawful business, the LLC is still constrained by its governing body, 
the Vestry, from pursuit of secular purposes. The limited commercial activity undertaken, 
leasing a portion of the premises, is done with the motive of paying the debt so the property will 
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be available for use by St. Michael's. It is not done with an eye to generating a profit. Even the 
secular purpose for which the LLC was initially formed (insulation of the church itself from 
foreclosure) was a goal of the lender, not St. Michael's. But for the request of the lender, St. 
Michaels would own the property outright and this case would never have arisen. 
For the foregoing reasons, the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals is Affirmed. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 5" day of October 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, J. David Navarro, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by 
United States Mail, a true and correct copy of the within instrument as notice pursuant to Rule 
77(d) I.R.C.P. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows: 
RAY J. CHACKO 
DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CIVIL DIVISION 
200 W FRONT ST, ROOM 3191 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
JOHN B. HINTON 
AITORNEY AT LAW 
P .0. BOX 2702 
BOISE, IDAHO 83701 
Date: az£; c-Jo1 o 
J. DAVII;l NAVARRO 
Clerk ofthe District Court 
Ada Cot.inty, Idaho . 
ByM~~L 
·. DeputYC:C 
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GREG H. BOWER 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
GENE A. PETTY 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Civil Division 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-7700 
(208) 287-7719 (facsimile) 
ISB No. 6831 
9 :~.·~---F'P.M--:_q5 'J 
FEB 1 5 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By DAYSHA OSBORN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC.; IDAHO ) 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV OC 2012-08338 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION'S MOTION 
FORSUMMARYJUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, the Ada County Board of Equalization, by and through its counsel of 
record, Gene A. Petty, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
56, moves this Court for Summary Judgment in this matter, based upon the Brief and Affidavit 
filed in support. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -
PAGEl nv g:\gap\idaho youth ranch\pleadings\motion for summary judgment.doc 
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this Jl day of February, 2013. 
By: 
GeneA. etty 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this !~tbday of February, 2013, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT to the following person by the following method: 
John Hinton 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 2702 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
-~-Hand Delivery 
v U.S. Mail 
Certified Mail 
---
v Facsimile 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -
PAGE2 
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GREG H. BOWER 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
GENE A. PETTY 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Civil Division 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-7700 
(208) 287-7719 (facsimile) 
ISB No. 6831 
~~·----F-1~.~ 'f~ ; 
FEB 1 5 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By DAYSHA OSBORN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC.; IDAHO ) 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 2012-08338 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER 
D.RICH 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes, and says that: 
1. I am the duly elected Clerk/Auditor/Recorder of Ada County. 
2. This affidavit is made upon my personal knowledge. 
3. As Ada County Recorder part of my duties include receiving and maintaining the 
records required by title 31, chapter 24 of the Idaho Code. 
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4. I have reviewed the official records of my office. On January 1, 2011, the Idaho 
Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC was the entity in whose name the property at 5465 Irving 
Street, Boise, Idaho, Ada County Parcel No. R7777817790, stood upon the records of the Ada 
County Recorder's Office. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
"""f"" 
DATED this /l day of February, 2013. 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) SS. 
County of Ada ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before e this \&';..\i.t. day of February 2013. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Commission Expires _J.!~~-~:r::~~c..;~-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~day of February 2013, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER D. RICH to the following 
person by the following method: 
John Hinton, Esq. 
P.O. Box 2702 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER D. RICH - PAGE 3 
__ Hand Delivery 
___:L_ U.S. Mail 
Certified Mail 
v Facsimile 
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:• 
• 
GREG H. BOWER 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
GENE A. PETTY 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Civil Division 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-7700 
(208) 287-7719 (facsimile) 
ISB No. 6831 
• 
NO. -~1~t:~~: 
A.M.----
fEB 1 5 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By DAV SHA OSBORN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC.; IDAHO ) 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV OC 2012-08338 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION'S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, the Ada County Board of Equalization, by and through its attorney of 
record, Gene A. Petty, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and submits its Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment. 
I. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
On appeal to this Court is the Idaho Board of Tax Appeal's decision upholding the Ada 
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County Board of Equalization's denial of the Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC's (Nagel 
Center, LLC) charitable tax exemption under Idaho Code § 63-602C. 
Idaho Code§ 63-3812(c) states, in relevant part: 
Appeals may be based upon any issue presented by the appellant to the board of 
tax appeals and shall be heard and determined by the court without a jury in a trial 
de novo on the issues in the same manner as though it were an original proceeding 
in that court. The burden of proof shall fall upon the party seeking affirmative 
relief to establish that the decision made by the board of tax appeals is erroneous. 
A preponderance of the evidence shall suffice to sustain the burden of proof. The 
burden of proof shall fall upon the party seeking affirmative relief and the burden 
of going forward with the evidence shall shift as in other civil litigation. The court 
shall render its decision in writing, including therein a concise statement of the 
facts found by the court and conclusions of law reached by the court. The court 
may affirm, reverse or modify the order, direct the tax collector of the county or 
the state tax commission to refund any taxes found in such appeal to be 
erroneously or illegally assessed or collected or may direct the collection of 
additional taxes in proper cases. 
II. 
FACTS 
In August of 2006, the Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc. (IYR) and Idaho Youth Ranch 
Foundation, Inc. (Foundation) wanted to purchase the real property and improvements at 5465 
Irving Street in Boise (Irving Property) from Nagel Beverage Company. Transcript, p. 19, ll. 
6-16. Nagel Beverage Company had purchased another property and needed to sell the Irving 
Property to IYR quickly to meet the requirements of a 1031 exchange. Transcript, p. 19, ll. 11-13. 
KeyBank advised IYR and Foundation of a New Market Tax Credit Program. Transcript, p. 19, ll. 
18-20. This program would allow IYR and Foundation to benefit from a much lower interest rate 
than they could otherwise get. Transcript, p. 19, ll. 18-21. In order to qualify for the program, all 
of IYR's property would have to qualify to meet the criteria for underdeveloped areas. Transcript, 
p. 19, l. 23-25. IYR and Foundation did not have enough time to qualify all of its properties and 
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assist Nagel Beverage Company in its 1031 exchange. Transcript, p. 20, fl. 4-8. 
Nagel Center was formed by Foundation as a single-member limited liability company in 
August 2006 so that there was a company that would own only this property. Respondent Ex. 1, 
p. 13 7; Transcript, p. 20, fl. 8-10. By doing so, only this property would have to be qualified under 
the New Market Tax Credit Program. Transcript, p. 20, ll. 8-12. Nagel Center, LLC was the 
conduit to allow the least expensive financing option for the property. Transcript, pp. 18-21. 
When Foundation created Nagel Center, LLC, it did not restrict or limit the business 
activities that Nagel Center, LLC could undertake. See Transcript, p. 67, ll. 8-12. Paragraph 1.3 of 
Nagel Center, LLC's Operating Agreement describes the nature of Nagel Center, LLC's business. 
Respondent Ex. 1, p. 114. This provision states "[t]he Company may engage in any lawful business 
permitted by the Act or laws of any jurisdiction in which the Company may do business." 
Respondent Ex. 1, p. 114. The Chairman of IYR's Board of Directors testified before the Idaho 
Board of Tax Appeals that Nagel Center, LLC's business purposes were "very open ended" and that 
was "intentional". Transcript, p. 65, ll. 17-23. "That way, if no matter what's happening with 
respect to the [Nagel Center, LLC], there's no, you know, restrictions on our activities just by virtue 
of the [Operating Agreement] itself." Transcript, p. 65, fl. 17-23. Nagel Center, LLC was given 
broad authority to conduct any and all lawful business, including engaging in business and making 
a profit. In the Application for Employer Identification Number (Form SS-4) that Nagel Center, 
LLC filed with the Internal Revenue Service, Nagel Center, LLC described the principal activity of 
its business as "Real estate" and that its principal line of business was "Real Estate Ownership". 
Respondent Ex. 2; Transcript, p. 56, fl. 18-25. 
Nagel Center, LLC purchased the Irving Property soon after its formation and entered into a 
Triple-Net Commercial Lease with IYR. Respondent Ex. 1, pp. 103-110; Transcript, p. 23, fl. 
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24-25. Under the lease, Nagel Center, LLC was the "Landlord" and IYR was the "Tenant". 
Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103. The monthly lease payments were $25,000 per month, totaling $300,000 
per year, which was approximately the mortgage payment of Nagel Center, LLC.1 Respondent Ex. 
1, p. 103; Transcript, p. 24, ll. 3-4. If Nagel Center, LLC's mortgage payment ever increased, the 
rent payment would increase as well. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103. The lease term was twenty-five 
(25) years. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103; Transcript, p. 55, ll. 2-8. The Lease also required that "[i]f a 
monthly rent payment is late, the Tenant shall be charged a late fee of $100 per day for each rent 
payment that is late. Late fees shall be immediately due and payable." Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103. 
At the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals hearing, IYR activities on the Irving Property were 
explained in detail. Transcript, pp. 11-16. But, those activities were not provided by Nagel 
Center, LLC. Transcript, p. 47, l. 17-p. 48, l. 25. Nagel Center, LLC did not provide counseling 
or adoption services. Transcript, p. 48, ll.5-17. It did not provide foster care recruiting or 
training. Transcript, p. 48, ll. 18-21. Nagel Center, LLC never provided drug and alcohol 
treatment. Transcript, p. 48, ll. 22-25. It did not have any employees. Transcript, p. 48, ll. 2-4. 
The only payments ever made by Nagel Center, LLC were to KeyBank and the only moneys ever 
paid to Nagel Center, LLC were the rent payments from IYR. Transcript, p. 47, ll. 7-12. Other 
than owning the property, collecting rent from IYR, and paying the loan, Nagel Center, LLC did 
not conduct any other business. Transcript, p. 5 0, ll. 14-18. 
Nagel Center, LLC did not receive any donations in 2008, 2009, or 2010 from any 
individual or organization. Transcript, p. 50, l. 23-p. 51, l. 5. 
1 Paragraph1.5 of the Lease states: "The Tenant shall pay the Landlord the base monthly rent of 
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000), or an amount equal to Landlord's mortgage payment on the 
premises, whichever is greater, subject to adjustment as may be provided in this lease." Respondent 
Ex. 1, p. 103. 
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Foundation was merged into the IYR on March 31, 2010. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 137-138. 
On August 25, 2011, Nagel Center, LLC's loan with KeyBank was paid off and the balance was 
refinanced by IYR with a loan from D.L. Evans Bank. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 142. In August 2011, 
IYR paid off the mortgage held by Nagel Center, LLC. Transcript, p. 44, l. 24-p. 45, l. 4. On that 
date, Nagel Center, LLC gave a Warranty Deed to IYR conveying 100% interest in the property to 
IYR. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 142. Nagel Center, LLC was subsequently merged into the IYR on 
September 2, 2011. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 137-138. 
III. 
ARGUMENT 
Nagel Center, LLC is not a charitable organization and it did not use the property for 
charitable purposes. It has requested that it be granted a property tax exemption pursuant to Idaho 
Code § 63-602C, which provides in pertinent part: 
The following property is exempt from taxation: property belonging to any 
fraternal, benevolent, or charitable limited liability company, corporation or society, 
the World War veteran organization buildings and memorials of this state, used 
exclusively for the purposes for which such limited liability company, corporation 
or society is organized; provided, that if any building or property belonging to any 
such limited liability company, corporation or society is leased by such owner or if 
such limited liability company, corporation or society uses such property for 
business purposes from which a revenue is derived which, in the case of a charitable 
organization, is not directly related to the charitable purpose of which such 
charitable organization exists, then the same shall be assessed and taxed as any other 
property .... 
This has two initial requirements. Student Loan Fund of Idaho, Inc. v. Payette County, 138 
Idaho 684, 688, 69 P.3d 104, 108 (2003). "[F]irst, the property must belong to a charitable 
organization and second, that the property be used exclusively for the purpose for which the 
corporation was organized." Id 
The Idaho Supreme Court in In re Appeal of Sunny Ridge Manor, 106 Idaho 98, 675 P.2d 
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813, 815 (1984) identified eight (8) criteria for determining whether an organization is charitable. 
The Court stated: 
A number of factors must be considered: (1) the stated purposes of its undertaking, 
(2) whether its functions are charitable (in the sense just discussed), (3) whether it is 
supported by donations, ( 4) whether the recipients of its services are required to pay 
for the assistance they receive, (5) whether there is general public benefit, (6) 
whether the income received produces a profit, (7) to whom the assets would go 
upon dissolution of the corporation, and (8) whether the "charity" provided is based 
on need. 
Id. at 100, 815. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held on several occasions that "tax exemptions are strictly 
construed against the taxpayer" and "are narrowly construed, following the 'strict but reasonable' 
rule of statutory construction." Ada County Bd. of Equalization v. Highlands, Inc., 141 Idaho 
202, 206, 108 P.3d 349, 353 (2005). "A taxpayer must show a clear entitlement to an exemption, 
as an exemption will never be presumed." Id. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has explained that "[t]ax exemptions exist as a matter of 
legislative grace, epitomizing the antithesis of traditional democratic notions of fairness, equity, 
and uniformity. Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints v. Ada County, 123 Idaho 410, 416, 849 P.2D 83, 86 (1993). "When an ambiguity arises in 
construing tax exemption statutes, the court must choose the narrowest possible reasonable 
construction." Id. 
The property owner has the burden of proving that the property is exempt from taxation. 
Idaho Code § 63-511(4). "A statute granting tax exemption cannot be extended by judicial 
construction so as to create an exemption not specifically authorized." Sunset Memorial Gardens, 
Inc. v. Idaho State Tax Comm'n, 80 Idaho 206, 219, 327 P.2d 766, 774 (1958). "Exemptions 
are never presumed." Id. "It must be in terms so specific and certain as to leave no room for 
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doubt." Id. 
In addition to finding that Nagel Center, LLC does not qualify for a charitable tax 
exemption in this case, on two other occasions the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals also held that 
Nagel Center, LLC does not qualify for a charitable tax exemption. See In the Matter of the 
Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 2008 WL 2736143 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 
2008); See In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, (Idaho Bd. Tax 
App. 2010) at Respondent Ex. 1, p. 164. In May 2008, the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals held that 
Nagel Center, LLC did not qualify as a charitable organization because it was a limited liability 
company.2 See In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 2008 WL 
2736143 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2008). In June 2010, the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals held that 
Nagel Center, LLC is not entitled to a charitable tax exemption, that it is not a charitable 
organization, and its use of the property does not qualify as a charitable use. See In the Matter of 
the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2010) at Respondent 
Ex. 1, p. 164. The relevant facts have changed very little since these decisions. 
A. As the Owner of the Property on January 1, 2011, Nagel Center, LLC Must 
Prove That it Qualified for a Charitable Tax Exemption. 
Nagel Center, LLC is a separate legal entity from IYR and Foundation and it must qualify 
for the charitable tax exemption. IYR's use of the property as a tenant is not controlling. Rather, 
Nagel Center, LLC must show that it is a charitable organization and that it used the property for 
charitable purposes. 
The first requirement of Idaho Code § 63-602C is that the property must belong to a 
charitable organization. As the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals correctly noted, "[i]n the context of 
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property taxation, 'belonging to' refers to the record owner, which is defined in Idaho Code § 63-
201(19) ... "3 In the Matter of the Appeal of the Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 2012 WL 
6913252 at 3 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2012). The "record owner" is defined in Idaho Code 
§ 63-201(24) as "the person or persons in whose name or names the property stands upon the 
records of the county recorder's office." 
The Idaho legislature has enacted very specific requirements that counties must follow 
when assessing real property taxes. See Idaho Code, Title 63, Chapters 2-5. The county assessor 
"shall ascertain the current ownership of land from documents recorded in the county recorder's 
office and/or from evidence of ownership furnished to the assessor which is admissible at trial ... " 
Idaho Code § 63-307(1). County assessors are required to determine the owner of the property 
under Idaho Code§ 63-307 because property taxes can only be assessed against the person or entity 
that is the "record owner" of the property. The county must deliver the valuation assessment notice 
to the taxpayer or his agent or representative. Idaho Code§ 63-308(1). As the Idaho Supreme Court 
has stated, "[t]hroughout the statutes dealing with the taxation of real and personal property in 
Idaho runs the concept that the owner of the record title is the person to be considered as the 
taxpayer ... " Russet Potato Co. v. Board of Equalization of Bingham County, 93 Idaho 501, 505, 
465 P.2d 625, 629 (1970). Ada County is not free to ignore these requirements and it must assess 
taxes against the record owner of the real property. 
Nagel Center, LLC was the record owner of the Irving Property on January 1, 2011. Rich 
Aff.; Transcript, p. 33, l. 22-p. 34, l. 4. Christopher D. Rich, the Ada County Recorder, stated that 
"[o]n January 1, 2011 the Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC was the entity in whose name 
2 Idaho Code § 63-602C has since been amended to permit limited liability companies to qualify as charitable 
organizations. 
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the property at 5465 Irving Street, Boise, Idaho, Ada County Parcel No. R7777817790, stood 
upon the records of the Ada County Recorder's Office." Rich Ajf. Nancy Proctor, IYR's Vice 
President, Treasurer, and Chief Financial Officer testified before the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals 
that Nagel Center, LLC owned the property on January 1, 2011. Transcript, p. 33, l. 22-p. 34, l. 
4. She also testified that Nagel Beverage Company sold the Irving Property was to Nagel Center, 
LLC. Transcript, p. 35, l. 17-21. The loan agreement for the purchase of the Irving Property 
was between Nagel Center, LLC and KeyBank. Respondent Ex. 1, pp. 51-102; Transcript, p. 36, 
l. 18-19. 4 The Warranty Deed issued by Nagel Center, LLC to IYR on August 25, 2011 clearly 
states that Nagel Center "is the owner in fee simple" of the Irving Property. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 
120. 
The Idaho Board of Tax Appeals held in In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch 
Nagel Center, LLC, 
Nagel Center is a separate recognized legal entity under Idaho law. Nagel Center's status as 
a disregarded entity for income tax purposes has no bearing on its status concerning 
property taxes. Just as there are benefits of a particular form of business entity, so are there 
burdens. One must bear the burdens associated with the particular form of entity chose; 
even those unintended. Regardless of underlying motivations, Foundation chose to create 
Nagel Center as a limited liability company. It cannot now chose to ignore this fact to suit 
the particular situation at hand. 
2008 WL 2736143 at 5 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2008); Respondent Ex. 1, p. 170. 
IYR and Foundation received the benefit of creating Nagel Center, LLC as a separate legal 
entity. Nagel Center, LLC's formation shielded IYR and Foundation from any potential liability 
stemming from Nagel Center, LLC's activities. It is important to note that the Loan Agreement 
3 Idaho Code§ 63-201 has been amended and Idaho Code§ 63-201(19) is now the definition of"[p]ersonal property." 
The definition of"[r]ecord owner" is now at Idaho Code§ 63-201(24). 
4 IYR was a guarantee on this note. Transcript, p. 36, !!. 22-23. Even though IYR and the Foundation were guarantors 
of the loan with KeyBank, the bank required that Nagel Center, LLC create a lease agreement with IYR to support the 
payment of the monthly mortgage. Transcript, p. 42, !. 21-p. 43, !. 1. 
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is evidence that Nagel Center, LLC was a separate legal entity capable of entering into and 
fulfilling contractual obligations. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 51. 
Nagel Center, LLC was the entity responsible for the 2011 real property taxes on the 
property. IYR had no statutory obligation to pay those taxes. As Nagel Center, LLC is the taxpayer 
obligated to pay the property tax, only Nagel Center, LLC can be granted a charitable tax exemption 
under Idaho Code § 63-602C. Since Nagel Center, LLC was the record owner of the property on 
January 1, 2011, this Court must determine whether Nagel Center, LLC satisfies the requirements 
for a charitable tax exemption. 
It is anticipated that Nagel Center, LLC will argue that the decision issued by Judge 
Greenwood in Ada County Board of Equalization v. St. Michael's Carnagie, LLC, Ada County 
Case No. CV-OC-09-21103, (Idaho 4th Dist. October 5, 2010) should be persuasive in this case. 
In that decision, the district court addressed whether a limited liability company owned by a 
religious organization was a religious organization under Idaho Code § 63-602B. Judge 
Greenwood held that it was a religious organization .. Noting that there was no guiding precedent 
in Idaho, Judge Greenwood turned to decisions from the Ninth Circuit and federal statutes to 
determine when an organization is a religious organization. This analysis is not applicable in this 
case. This decision analyzed the religious tax exemption statute, Idaho Code § 63-602B. Ada 
County is unaware of any decision applying Judge Greenwood's rationale to charitable 
organizations under Idaho Code § 63-602C. 
Judge Greenwood also stated in St. Michael's Carnegie that Ada County "raised no 
serious challenge to Appellant's contention that subject's 'use' would qualify under the statutory 
exemption." Id In the present case, Ada County has argued that leasing this property for 
$300,000 per year it is not a charitable use or purpose. Furthermore, the district court noted that 
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there was no commercial or lease of the property. The district court found that "St. Michaels 
pays nothing for use of the property." Id at 2. This fact alone differs significantly from the facts 
at issue in this case. Nagel Center, LLC charged a significant lease payment to IYR. 
For more than 25 years, the Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly and consistently held 
that whether an organization qualifies for a charitable tax exemption under Idaho Code 
§ 63-602C is determined by applying the Sunny Ridge Manor test to the owner of the property. In 
re Appeal of Sunny Ridge Manor, 106 Idaho 98, 675 P.2d 813, 815 (1984); See Student Loan Fund 
of Idaho, Inc. v. Payette County, 136 Idaho 684, 69 P .3d 104 (2003); Community Action Agency, 
Inc. v. Board of Equalization of Nez Perce County, 136 Idaho 82, 57 P.3d 793 (2002); Housing 
Southwest, Inc. v. Washington County, 128 Idaho 335, 913 P.2d 68 (1995); Owyhee Motorcycle 
Club, Inc. v. Ada County, 123 Idaho 962, 855 P.2d 47 (1993); Bogus Basin Recreational Ass'n, 
Inc. v. Boise County Bd. of Equalization, 118 Idaho 686, 799 P.2d 974 (1990); Appeal of 
Evangelical Lutheran Good Samaritan Soc., 119 Idaho 126, 804 P.2d 299 (1990); Coeur 
d'Alene Public Golf Club, Inc. v. Kootenai Bd. of Equalization, 106 Idaho 104, 675 P.2d 819 
(1984). 
The issue in the present case is whether Nagel Center, LLC qualifies as a charitable 
organization under Idaho Code§ 63-602C. No Idaho appellate court has ever held that the Sunny 
Ridge Manor test should be applied to the member of a limited liability company rather than the 
record owner of the property. Here the record owner of the Irving Property is Nagel Center, LLC 
and application of this test to Nagel Center, LLC shows that it is not a charitable organization. 
B. Nagel Center, LLC is Not a Charitable Organization and, Therefore, Does Not 
Qualify for a Charitable Tax Exemption. 
Nagel Center, LLC is not a charitable organization under the Sunny Ridge Manor test 
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outlined by the Idaho Supreme Court. It fails to meet all or almost all of the elements of that test. 
1) The stated purpose ofNagel Center, LLC's undertaking. 
When Foundation created Nagel Center, LLC it did not restrict or limit the business 
activities that Nagel Center, LLC could undertake. See Transcript, p. 67, ll. 8-12. Nagel Center, 
LLC was created with broad authority to conduct any lawful business activity. Its Operating 
Agreement states in Section 1.3 that it "may engage in any lawful business permitted by the Act or 
laws of any jurisdiction in which the Company may do business." Respondent Ex. 1, p. 114. 
Additionally, it reported its type of business as "Real Estate Ownership" and the principal activity 
of its business as "Real estate" on its Application for Employer Identification Number (Form SS-4) 
filed with the Internal Revenue Service in August 2006. Respondent Ex. 2. The Chairman ofIYR's 
Board of Directors testified before the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals that Nagel Center, LLC's 
business purposes were "very open ended" and that was "intentional". Transcript, p. 65, ll. 17-23. 
"That way, if no matter what's happening with respect to the [Nagel Center, LLC], there's no, you 
know, restrictions on our activities just by virtue of the [Operating Agreement] itself." Transcript, 
p. 65, ll. 17-23. The stated purposes ofNagel Center, LLC's were not charitable. 
2) Whether Nagel Center, LLC's functions are charitable (in the sense just discussed). 
Nagel Center, LLC's functions are not charitable. The Idaho Board of Tax Appeals 
correctly held that Nagel Center, LLC's "function appears to be as a landlord, which is not 
charitable." In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 2012 WL 
6913252 at 4 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2012). 
Nagel Center, LLC purchased the Irving Property with a loan from KeyBank and entered 
into a Triple-Net Commercial Lease with IYR. Respondent Ex. 1, pp. 103-11 O; Transcript, p. 23, ll. 
24-25. Under the Lease, Nagel Center, LLC was the "Landlord" and IYR was the "Tenant". 
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Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103. The monthly lease payments were $25,000 per month, totaling $300,000 
per year, which was approximately the mortgage payment of Nagel Center, LLC. Respondent Ex. 1, 
p. 103; Transcript, p. 24, ll. 3-4. IfNagel Center, LLC's mortgage payment ever increased, the rent 
payment would increase as well. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103. The lease term was twenty-five (25) 
years. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103; Transcript, p. 55, ll. 2-8. The Lease also required that "[i]f a 
monthly rent payment is late, the Tenant shall be charged a late fee of $100 per day for each rent 
payment that is late. Late fees shall be immediately due and payable." Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103. 
Nagel Center, LLC did not have any employees. Transcript, p. 48, ll. 2-4. Other than 
owning the property, collecting rent from IYR, and paying the loan, Nagel Center, LLC did not 
conduct any other business. Transcript, p. 50, ll. 14-18. Nagel Center, LLC's functions were not 
charitable. 
3) Whether Nagel Center, LLC is supported by donations. 
Nagel Center, LLC did not receive any donations in 2008, 2009, or 2010 from any 
individual or organization. Transcript, p. 50, l. 23-p. 51, l. 5. It clearly fails this element of the 
Sunny Ridge test. 
4) Whether the recipients of Nagel Center, LLC's services are required to pay for the 
assistance they receive. 
In holding that Nagel Center, LLC does not meet this element of the Sunny Ridge test, the 
Idaho Board of Tax Appeals stated: 
From the record it does not appear Appellant offers assistance to anyone. Its only 
outside relationship appear to be with IYR, which is required to pay $25,000 per 
month for its use of the subject property, and the financing bank which holds 
subject's mortgage. 
In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 2012 WL 6913252 at 4 
(Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2012). 
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Nagel Center, LLC does not provide any assistance to any member of the general public. It 
bought the Irving Property and leased it to IYR. IYR was required to pay $25,000 per month to 
lease the property. Nagel Center, LLC does not meet this element of the test. 
5) Whether there is a general public benefit. 
For a corporation's uses to be considered charitable it is essential that they provide some 
sort of general public benefit." Housing Sou{hwest, Inc. v. Washington County, 128 Idaho 335, 
339, 913 P.2d 68, 72 (1996). "If the general public does not receive a direct benefit from a 
corporation's donations, then the question presented by the 'general public benefit' factor is 
whether the corporation fulfills a need which the government might otherwise be required to 
fill." Id. "While the requirement that a corporation lessen the burden of government is but one 
factor to be considered in determining tax exempt status, it is nevertheless an important one." Id. 
The Board of Tax Appeals held that "[t]here is no evidence of Appellant directly 
providing a general public benefit to the public." In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth 
Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 2012 WL 6913252 at 4 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2012). It does not 
fulfill a need that the government might otherwise be required to fill. The only activities 
conducted by Nagel Center, LLC was owning the property, collecting rent from IYR, and paying 
the loan to Key Bank. Transcript, p. 5 0, ll. 14-18. It did not have any employees. Transcript, 
p. 48, ll. 2-4. Nagel Center, LLC did not provide a general public benefit. 
6) Whether the income received produces a profit. 
The monthly lease payments equal the monthly mortgage payments Nagel Center must pay 
the bank. Certainly Nagel Center, LLC generated revenue from IYR's lease payments, but whether 
this constitutes a profit is unclear from the record. 
7) To whom the assets of the organization go upon dissolution. 
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"Another indication of charitable status is whether an organization's assets are distributed 
to the public or to some other charitable cause upon dissolution." Owyhee Motorcycle Club, Inc. 
v. Ada County, 123 Idaho 962, 966, 855 P.2d 47, 51 (1993). When the organization's governing 
documents do not show that its assets will be go charity upon dissolution, the organization will 
fail this element of the Sunny Ridge Manor test. Id.; See also In re Appeal of Sunny Ridge 
Manor, 106 Idaho 98, 103, 675 P.2d 813, 818 (1984). 
Nagel Center, LLC's Operating Agreement provides in Section 4.3 that upon dissolution," . 
. . Company property shall be distributed in accordance with applicable law." Respondent Ex. 1, p. 
116. In other words, there are no restrictions concerning where or to whom the property could be 
transferred upon Nagel Center, LLC's dissolution. This is not charitable. 
8) Whether the charity provided is based on need. 
There is no evidence in the record that Nagel Center, LLC provides any charity based 
upon need. IYR and Foundation desired to purchase the Irving Property and qualify for the New 
Market Tax Credit Program. This program would allow IYR and Foundation to benefit from a 
much lower interest rate than they could otherwise get. Transcript, p. 19, ll. 18-21. Foundation 
formed Nagel Center, LLC so that Nagel Center, LLC would own only this property. Respondent 
Ex. 1, p. 13 7; Transcript, p. 20, ll. 8-10. Thus, only the Irving Property would have qualify under 
the New Market Tax Credit Program. Transcript, p. 20, ll. 8-12. Nagel Center, LLC was the 
conduit to allow the least expensive financing option for the Irving Property. Transcript, pp. 18-
21. IYR then paid $300,000 per year to lease the Irving Property from Nagel Center, LLC. It 
fails this element of the Sunny Ridge Manor test. 
Nagel Center, LLC is not a charitable organization because it fails the Sunny Ridge Manor 
test. Since it is not a charitable organization, it is not entitled to a charitable tax exemption under 
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Idaho Code § 63-602C. 
C. Nagel Center, LLC Did Not Use the Property for Charitable Purposes and, 
Therefore, it Does Not Qualify for a Charitable Tax Exemption. 
To qualify for a charitable property tax exemption, Idaho Code § 63-602C required Nagel 
Center, LLC to use the Irving Property exclusively for charitable purposes. Nagel Center, LLC did 
not use the property for any charitable purpose. 
As discussed in detail above, Nagel Center, LLC was a real estate holding company that 
borrowed money from KeyBank, purchased the Irving Property, and leased it to IYR for $300,000 
per year. These are not charitable uses of the property. Therefore, Nagel Center, LLC does not 
qualify for a charitable tax exemption on the Irving Property under Idaho Code § 63-602C. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the above, Nagel Center, LLC is not a charitable organization as contemplated 
Idaho Code § 63-602C. As the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals held in two prior cases, including in 
Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC v. Ada County, 
Nagel Center is a separately recognized legal entity under Idaho law. Nagel 
Center's status as a disregarded entity for income tax purposes has no bearing on its 
status concerning property taxes. Just as there are benefits of a particular form of 
business entity, so are there burdens. One must bear the burdens associated with the 
particular form of entity chosen; even those unintended. Regardless of underlying 
motivations, Foundation chose to create Nagel Center as a limited liability company. 
It cannot now chose to ignore this fact to suit the particular situation at hand. 
In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 2008 WL 2736143 
at 5 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2008). 
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For the above-stated reasons, the decisions of the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals and the 
Ada County Board of Equalization should be upheld and summary judgment should be granted to 
the Ada County Board of Equalization. 
By: 
Gene A. Petty 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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JOHN B. HINTON, ISB No. 4114 
POBox2702 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-0200 
Facsimile: (208) 361-0029 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, 
INC., IDAHO YOUTH RANCH 
NAGEL CENTER, LLC, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------) 
CASE NO. CV OC 2012 08338 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF IN REPLY 
TO RESPONDENT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Petitioner Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc., (hereinafter "Youth Ranch"), the successor to Idaho 
Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, (hereinafter "LLC"), submits this Brief in Reply to 
·Respondent's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Undisputed Issues 
Respondent argues that the LLC is the record owner of the subject property. This is not 
in dispute. Respondent also argues that the LLC is a separate legal entity. Again, this is not 
disputed. The parties also agree that the Idaho Supreme Court decision applicable to this case is 
Canyon County v. Sunny Ridge Manor, Inc., 106 Idaho 98, 100, 675 P.2d 813 (1984). 
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Disputed Issues 
The parties disagree as to the conclusion reached applying the eight factors identified in 
Sunny Ridge Manor: 
(1) Purpose: In quoting the "may engage in any lawful business" language from the 
LLC Operating Agreement, Respondent ignores the more specific charitable purposes of the 
organization identified in: 
• Federal Form 990 (Exhibit 14); 
• the Youth Ranch's own Articles which provides the ability ''to ... establish other 
organizations to assist in the advancement of the charitable purposes of the Idaho 
Youth Ranch." (Supplemental Exhibit, page 1 ); 
• the Nagel Beverage Company agreement, requiring "for so long as buyer owns 
and holds the property for charitable purposes, the property shall be operated 
under the name Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center or similar name approved by 
Nagel" (TR 26, LN 19 to TR 27, LN 16 and Exhibit 8, Addendum paragraph D); 
• testimony by Nancy Proctor, the Youth Ranch's Vice President, Treasurer and 
Chief Financial Officer, that the purpose of the LLC was to "support the Youth 
Ranch" which itself is a charitable organization (TR 21, LN 22-25); and 
• federal law (primarily 26 USC§ 501(c) (3)), 
all of which restrict the activities of the LLC to charitable purposes. 
(2) Charitable function. The charitable function of the LLC was to support the 
charitable activities of the Youth Ranch by providing the Youth Ranch with a building to 
conduct those charitable activities. Respondent argues that the existence of the lease between 
the two entities negates this charitable function. This "lease" argument is a "red herring" 
because this was not a commercial lease arrangement. 
Testimony established there was no profit motive in the lease arrangement. If, 
hypothetically, there had been a "profit," such profit would be eliminated under Generally 
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Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) on the consolidated financial statements and tax 
returns of the Youth Ranch. (TR 29-30). 
(3) Support by Donations. Respondent argues that the LLC never received any 
donations for 2008, 2009, or 2010. However, the record does show a $1.136 million donation 
received by the LLC from Nagel Beverage Company in 2006. (See TR 51, LN 6-11 ). 
Additionally, the Youth Ranch received a $350,000 donation from the ALSAM Foundation for 
improving the property. The ALSAM Donation was also matched by public charitable 
donations. (See Exhibits 11and12, TR 27, LN 24 to TR 29, LN 1). 
Another important point is the property taxes here in question were paid for by donations 
from the public. If the property was exempt from tax, then those donations could have been 
"spent on the treatment of children, providing counseling services and provide them residential 
services." (TR 33, LN 1-9). 
( 4) Whether Recipients of Services are Required to Pay for the Assistance They 
Receive. This factor is relevant because charitable organizations often provide services either 
free or below the market value of those services. Respondent argues that the LLC's lease 
relationship with the Youth Ranch does not equate to providing services. Petitioner disagrees. 
The LLC provided a building to the Youth Ranch to support the Youth Ranch's charitable 
purposes, including providing services to Idaho's children and their families, either for free or 
below cost. The Federal Poverty Guidelines were used to determine what amount was paid by 
recipient families. The amount charged to recipient families was less than the cost of those 
services. (TR 16, LN 25 to TR 17, LN 12). 
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Also, because part of the building's equity was donated by the Nagel Beverage Company, 
the building itself apparently was provided to the Youth Ranch below market and without a 
profit interest by the LLC. (TR 23, LN 21 to TR 24, LN 20 and TR 25, LN 12 to TR 26, LN 18). 
Additionally, the LLC allowed the police department to train police dogs on the property 
after hours. (TR 51, LN 12 to TR 52, LN 3). 
(5) General Public Benefit. Respondent cites Housing Southwest, Inc. v. Washington 
County, 128 Idaho 335, 339, 913 P.2d 68, 72 (1996), which holds that a general public benefit 
exists if the organization "fulfills a need which the government might otherwise be required to 
fill." Many of the charitable activities of the Youth Ranch fulfill needs which the government 
might otherwise be required to fill. Some of these services-especially drug and alcohol 
treatment programs - the government contracts with the Youth Ranch to provide. (TR 16, LN 10 
-24). 
The Respondent argues, however, that "owning the property'' does not constitute a 
general public benefit. Petitioner disagrees. The LLC here owned the property so that the Youth 
Ranch could provide a public benefit to the public. 
( 6) Lack of Profit. Concerning this factor, the Respondent states as follows: 
The monthly lease payments equal the monthly mortgage payments Nagel 
Center must pay the bank. Certainly Nagel Center, LLC generated revenue 
from [the Youth Ranch's] lease payments, but whether this constitutes a 
profit is unclear from the record. 
(Respondent's Brief, page 14). 
Respondent thus acknowledges the net zero cash flow of the LLC. (i.e., rent payments 
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received equal mortgage payments paid out). The record also establishes that no "profit" existed 
under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). (TR 29, LN 4-8 &17-23). 
(7) Where Assets Would Go Upon Dissolution. Respondent incorrectly states that 
''there were no restrictions concerning where or to whom the property could be transferred upon 
Nagel Center, LLC's dissolution." This is incorrect because Idaho Code section 30-6-708 
provides that, after payment of obligations to creditors, the assets of a LLC upon dissolution are 
returned to the members. In this instance, the only member was a charitable organization - the 
Idaho Youth Ranch. 
Moreover, we know for a fact that the property was deeded to the Youth Ranch by the 
LLC on August 25, 2011. The LLC was then merged into the Youth Ranch, with the Youth 
Ranch its only surviving entity. (TR 30, LN 22 to TR 31, LN 24; Exhibits 15 and 16). 
(8) Charity Based on Need. Respondent cites no facts which negate the need for the 
services provided by the Youth Ranch to the children and families of Idaho. The need for these 
services is described in the testimony ofNancy Proctor, Youth Ranch's Vice President, 
Treasurer and Chief Financial Officer. (TR 11 -17). 
Nor does Respondent dispute the need of the Idaho Youth Ranch for a building to 
provide those services. The building provides the Youth Ranch with a facility for central 
distribution, executive offices and a place for southern Idaho community services. (TR 19, LN 
6-10). 
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·The St. Michael's Carnagie Decision 
The Idaho Supreme Court decided the Sunny Ridge case long before the legislative 
amendment of the property tax exemptions for religious and charitable LLCs. However, 
subsequent to the legislative change, this court issued a decision by Judge Greenwood in Ada 
County Bd of Equalization v. St. Michael's Carnagie, LLC, Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-
21103 (Idaho Fourth District, Oct. 5, 2010) which was attached to Petitioner's opening Brief in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. In the St. Michael's Carnagie case, St. Michael's 
church formed an LLC for purposes of acquiring and holding real property - the former Carnagie 
library building. The LLC's operating agreement allowed it to conduct "all lawful business." 
Nevertheless, this court found that ''the property was acquired and is intended to be used to 
further the goals and purpose of St. Michael's. Those goals and purposes are decidedly not 
commercial." Id., at 7, Ins. 3-5. The court went on to state: 
It is undisputed that the purpose in forming the LLC was to facilitate a 
land transaction and insulate the church from the risk of foreclosure. It is 
also undisputed that the LLC was owned solely by the church and has no 
separate commercial purpose. The LLC was formed to insulate the 
church, but it exists to own land for use by the church. 
Id., at 8, lines 3-6 (Emphasis original). 
Similarly, in the case now before this court, the LLC owned land for use by the Youth 
Ranch. That was the LLC' s charitable purpose and function. 
Respondent attempts to distinguish this case by arguing that St. Michael's Carnagie 
involved a religious limited liability company, not a charitable limited liability company. 
However, the two exemption statutes, Idaho Code sections 63-602B (religious) and 63-602C 
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(charitable) have parallel language. There is no logical reason for not employing the same 
analysis to determine the purpose of the LLC in this case. 
Respondent also states, "Judge Greenwood turned to decisions from the Ninth Circuit and 
federal statutes to determine when an organization is a religious organization. This analysis is 
not applicable in this case." Petitioner disagrees. The analysis is applicable because the statute 
cited by Judge Greenwood-26 USC§ 50l(c)(3)- not only covers "religious" organizations, it 
also covers "charitable" organizations. 
Finally, Respondent attempts to distinguish the St. Michael's Carnagie case, stating that 
the Youth Ranch was "charged" for use of the property by the LLC. As explained previously, 
the lease was not a commercial lease arrangement. Therefore, as with the LLC in St Michael's 
Carnagie, ''the goals and purposes are decidedly not commercial." St. Michael's Carnagie, at 7, 
Ins. 4-5. 
Conclusion 
The charitable purpose of the LLC was to support the charitable activities of the Idaho 
Youth Ranch. The LLC fulfilled this purpose by providing a building where those charitable 
activities could take place, and thereby improving the lives of Idaho children and their families. 
Respectfully submitted this _I_ day of March 2013, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC.; IDAHO ) 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV OC 2012-08338 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF ADA COUNTY 
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND RESPONSE 
TO PETITIONERS' MOTION 
FORSUMMARYJUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, the Ada County Board of Equalization, by and through its attorney of 
record, Gene A. Petty, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and submits its Reply Memorandum in 
Support of Ada County Board of Equalization's Motion for Summary Judgment and Response to 
Petitioners' Motion for Summary Judgment. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND RESPONSE TO PETITIONERS' MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- PAGE 1 
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I. 
FACTS 
In its factual statement, Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC ("Nagel Center, LLC") 
stated, "[s]ince the property was acquired in a part gift transaction, it was believed that the rent was 
below-market." Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at 7. 1bis statement 
needs some important context. Nancy Proctor, Vice President, Treasurer, and Chief Financial 
Officer of the Idaho Youth Ranch ("IYR") testified before the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals that the 
market rate of rent was not a consideration when setting the rent amount in the lease between Nagel 
Center, LLC and IYR. Transcript, p. 49, l. 4-24. At the time that the rent payment was established 
there was no discussion about charging a discounted rent to IYR. Transcript, p. 49, l. 20-24. The 
only purpose for setting the rent amount at $300,000 per year was to cover the cost of Nagel Center, 
LLC's mortgage. Transcript, p. 49, l. 20-24. 
II. 
ARGUMENT 
Nagel Center, LLC is not a charitable organization and it did not use the property for 
charitable purposes. It does not qualify for a charitable property tax exemption under Idaho Code 
§ 63-602C. 
A. This Court Must Apply the Sunny Ridge Manor Test to Nagel Center, LLC. 
There is no dispute that Nagel Center, LLC held the recorded titled to the Irving Property on 
January 1, 2011. Therefore, Nagel Center, LLC must prove that it is entitled to a charitable tax 
exemption. 
Nagel Center, LLC argues in its brief that this Court should ignore that Nagel Center, LLC 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION'S 
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. is a separate legal entity because Nagel Center, LLC is treated as a disregarded entity under federal 
tax law and, due to generally accepted accounting principals, Nagel Center, LLC is reported on 
IYR's financial statements. It fails to point to any provision in the Idaho property tax exemption 
statutes that says this is the proper analysis. It does not cite any Idaho appellate court decision 
holding federal tax law or generally accepted accounting principals should be used to determine 
when an entity qualifies for a charitable property tax exemption under Idaho Code § 63-602C. 
Nagel Center, LLC is asking this court to expand the plain meaning of the Idaho property 
tax exemption statutes. "A statute granting tax exemption cannot be extended by judicial 
construction so as to create an exemption not specifically authorized." Sunset Memorial Gardens, 
Inc. v. Idaho State Tax Comm'n, 80 Idaho 206, 219, 327 P.2d 766, 774 (1958). "Exemptions are 
never presumed." Id "It must be in terms so specific and certain as to leave no room for doubt." 
Id The Idaho Supreme Court has held on several occasions that "tax exemptions are strictly 
construed against the taxpayer" and "are narrowly construed, following the 'strict but reasonable' 
rule of statutory construction." Ada County Bd. of Equalization v. Highlands, Inc., 141 Idaho 
202, 206, 108 P.3d 349, 353 (2005). 
The Idaho Board of Tax Appeals has ruled at least twice that federal tax law should not be 
used to interpret the charitable property tax exemption statute. It correctly held on both occasions 
that Nagel Center, LLC's argument that it is a disregarded entity under federal tax law is irrelevant. 
In the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals decision in this case, it stated that Nagel Center, LLC 
contended it satisfied the ownership prong [of the charitable tax exemption statute] 
because it is a pass-through entity for tax purposes, wherein IYR, as Appellant's 
sole member, is responsible for any income tax liability incurred by Appellant. This 
Board was urged to look past Nagel Center as the entity holding title to the subject 
property and instead view IYR as the owner for purposes of the charitable 
exemption. 
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In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 2012 WL 6913252 at *2 
(Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2012). 
The Idaho Board of Tax Appeals held that Nagel Center, LLC's "status with respect to 
federal income tax laws is not controlling for determining whether Appellant qualifies for a 
property tax exemption." Id at *3. The Idaho Board of Tax Appeals held that 
The first requirement of Section 63-602C is that the property belong to a charitable 
organization. In the context of property taxation, 'belonging to' refers to the record owner, 
which is defined in Idaho Code § 63-201(19) as 'the person or persons in whose name or 
names the property stands upon the records of the county recorder's office.' In the present 
case, Appellant was the record owner on January 1, 2011, which is the relevant lien date. 
Idaho Code § 63-205. As such, we must examine whether Appellant satisfies the 
requirements for a charitable exemption. 
Id at *3. 
When Nagel Center, LLC appealed the denial of its 2007 property tax exemption, the Idaho 
Board of Tax Appeals stated that "Nagel Center is a separate recognized legal entity under Idaho 
law" and "Nagel Center's status as a disregarded entity for income tax purposes has no bearing 
on its status concerning property taxes." In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel 
Center, LLC, 2008 WL 2736143 at *5 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2008); Respondent Ex. 1, p. 170. 
Nagel Center, LLC argues that Judge Greenwood's decision in Ada County Board of 
Equalization v. St. Michael's Carnagie, LLC, Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-21103, (Idaho 
4th Dist. October 5, 2010) supports its argument. Ada County asks that this Court consider its 
full analysis of this case on pages 10 and 11 of its opening brief, which for the sake of brevity 
will not be repeated here. That case involved a religious tax exemption under Idaho Code § 63-
602B. Judge Greenwood stated that there was no guiding precedent in Idaho and relied upon 
decisions from other jurisdictions and federal statutes. The Idaho Supreme Court has clearly 
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outlined the analysis that must be applied under the charitable property tax exemption statute. 
For more than 25 years, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that whether an organization 
qualifies for a charitable tax exemption under Idaho Code § 63-602C is determined by applying 
the Sunny Ridge Manor test to the owner of the property. Jn re Appeal of Sunny Ridge Manor, 106 
Idaho 98, 675 P.2d 813, 815 (1984). The Sunny Ridge Manor test must be applied to Nagel Center, 
LLC. No Idaho appellate court has held that the Sunny Ridge Manor test should be applied to the 
member of a limited liability company rather than the record owner of the property. 
B. Nagel Center, LLC is Not a Charitable Organization and Did Not Use the 
Property for Charitable Purposes. 
Nagel Center, LLC is not a charitable organization under the Sunny Ridge Manor test 
outlined by the Idaho Supreme Court. 
1) The stated purpose of Nagel Center, LLC's undertaking. 
In its brief, Nagel Center, LLC attempts to adopt the IYR's charitable purposes as its own. 
Nagel Center, LLC argued that the Articles of Incorporation of IYR permit IYR to "establish other 
organizations ... to assist in the advancement of the charitable purposes of the Idaho Youth Ranch." 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at 10. Nagel Center, LLC asserts 
that this means it gets the benefit of IYR's charitable purposes. This argument fails for several 
reasons. First, IYR did not create Nagel Center, LLC; the Idaho Youth Ranch Foundation, Inc. 
("Foundation") created it. Appellant, Ex. 2. Thus, it does not appear that Nagel Center, LLC was 
created under this provision of IYR's Articles of Incorporation. Even if IYR had created Nagel 
Center, LLC that does not mean it would have adopted the charitable purposes of IYR. They are 
separate legal entities. Furthermore, although IYR may be authorized by its Articles of 
Incorporation to create other organizations that does not necessarily mean that those entities must 
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• 
be non-profit, charitable organizations. This authority is not limited to creating only non-profit, 
charitable organizations. This provision appears to allow IYR to create for-profit organizations that 
assist it in advancing its charitable purposes. 
Nagel Center, LLC argued, without any citation to the record, that it has a charitable 
purpose because the Purchase and Sale Agreement ''with Nagel Beverage Company also obligated 
the property to be held for charitable purposes." Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment at 11. It is highly questionable whether a contract with a third party can give an 
organization a charitable purpose. Normally, the charitable purpose is established in the founding 
documents of an organization, such as the Operating Agreement or Articles of Incorporation. Even 
if a contract could give an organization a charitable purpose, the Purchase and Sale Agreement 
between Nagel Beverage Company and Nagel Center, LLC does not require that Nagel Center, LLC 
use the property for charitable activities. The agreement stated that "[f]or as long as Buyer owns 
and holds the Property for charitable purposes, the Property shall be operated under the name 'Idaho 
Youth Ranch Nagel Center' or similar name approved by Nagel." Respondent Ex. 1, p. 42. This 
language only obligated Nagel Center, LLC to operate the property under the name "Idaho Youth 
Ranch Nagel Center" while it used the Irving Property for charitable purposes. It does not require 
that Nagel Center, LLC use the property only for charitable purposes. 
When Foundation created Nagel Center, LLC it did not limit Nagel Center, LLC's 
business activities to only charitable activities. See Transcript, p. 67, ll. 8-12. Nagel Center, LLC 
had authority to conduct any lawful business activities. Its Operating Agreement states in 
Section 1.3 that it "may engage in any lawful business permitted by the Act or laws of any 
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jurisdiction in which the Company may do business." Respondent Ex. 1, p. 114. 1 The Chairman 
of IYR's Board of Directors testified before the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals that Nagel Center, 
LLC's business purposes were "very open ended" and that was "intentional". Transcript, 
p. 65, ll. 17-23. Nagel Center, LLC's stated purposes are not charitable. Nagel Center, LLC 
cannot adopt IYR's purposes as its own because they are separate legal entities. 
2) Whether Nagel Center, LLC's functions are charitable (in the sense just discussed). 
Nagel Center, LLC's functions are not charitable. The Idaho Board of Tax Appeals 
correctly held that Nagel Center, LLC's "function appears to be as a landlord, which is not 
charitable." In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 2012 WL 
6913252 at 4 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2012). Nagel Center, LLC argued in its brief that "[t]he LLC 
supported the Youth Ranch by providing a building for its charitable activities." Petitioner's Brief 
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at 12. Nagel Center, LLC did not provide IYR with a 
building for free. IYR paid Nagel Center, LLC $300,000 per year to rent the Irving Property. 
Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103; Transcript, p. 24, ll. 3-4. These are not charitable purposes. 
3) Whether Nagel Center, LLC is supported by donations. 
In 2006, Nagel Beverage Company sold the Irving Property to Nagel Center, LLC for less 
than the appraised value. Transcript, p. 24, l. 19- p. 25, l. 19. The record does not show that any 
other donations were ever received by Nagel Center, LLC. Nagel Center, LLC did not receive any 
donations in 2008, 2009, or 2010 from any individual or organization. Transcript, p. 50, 
l. 23-p. 51, l. 5. 
1 Additionally, it reported its type of business as "Real Estate Ownership" and the principal activity 
of its business as "Real estate" on its Application for Employer Identification Number (Form SS-4). 
filed with the Internal Revenue Service in August 2006. Respondent Ex. 2. 
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Nagel Center, LLC attempts to adopt some of IYR's donations as its own. In 2007, IYR 
received a $350,000 grant and matching contributions from the public. Appellant Ex. 11. This 
donation was given to IYR, not Nagel Center, LLC. 
Nagel Center, LLC was not supported by donations. 
4) Whether the recipients of Nagel Center, LLC's services are required to pay for the 
assistance they receive. 
Nagel Center, LLC argues that it meets this element of the Sunny Ridge test because 
"[t]he LLC provided the Youth Ranch with below-market rent and ultimately deeded the property 
back to the Youth Ranch for no consideration." Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment at 13. As noted above, Nancy Proctor, IYR's Vice President, Treasurer, and 
Chief Financial Officer testified before the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals that the market rate of 
rent was not a consideration when entering into the lease between Nagel Center, LLC and IYR. 
Transcript, p. 49, l. 4-24. At the time that the rent was set, there was no discussion about 
charging a discounted rent to IYR. Transcript, p. 49, l. 20-24. The only purpose of setting the 
rent amount was to cover the cost of Nagel Center, LLC's mortgage. Transcript, p. 49, l. 20-24. 
On the same day that Nagel Center, LLC deeded the Irving Property to IYR, IYR paid off Nagel 
Center, LLC's mortgage. Transcript, p. 44, l. 16-p. 45, l. 4. It appears there was consideration 
paid by IYR in exchange for the Irving Property. 
Nagel Center, LLC has not identified any service it provides to the general public. It 
bought the Irving Property and leased it to IYR. IYR was required to pay $25,000 per month to 
lease the property. Nagel Center, LLC does not meet this element of the test. 
5) Whether there is a general public benefit. 
The Idaho Supreme Court stated in Housing Southwest that "[i]f the general public does 
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not receive a direct benefit from a corporation's donations, then the question presented by the 
'general public benefit' factor is whether the corporation fulfills a need which the government 
might otherwise be required to fill." Housing Southwest, Inc. v. Washington County, 128 Idaho 
335, 339, 913 P.2d 68, 72 (1996). "While the requirement that a corporation lessen the burden 
of government is but one factor to be considered in determining tax exempt status, it is 
nevertheless an important one." Id. 
The Board of Tax Appeals held that "[t]here is no evidence of Appellant directly providing 
a general public benefit to the public." In the Matter of the Appeal of Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel 
Center, LLC, 2012 WL 6913252 at 4 (Idaho Bd. Tax App. 2012). Nagel Center, LLC argues that 
its "activities supported the charitable purposes of the Youth Ranch which benefited Idaho 
children and their families." Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at 
13. 
Nagel Center, LLC did not fulfill a need that the government might otherwise be required 
to fill.2 The only activities conducted by Nagel Center, LLC was owning the property, collecting 
rent from IYR, and paying the loan to KeyBank. Transcript, p. 50, ll. 14-18. It did not have any 
employees. Transcript, p. 48, ll. 2-4. Nagel Center, LLC fails this important element of the Sunny 
Ridge test. 
6) Whether the income received produces a profit. 
Nagel Center, LLC generated significant revenue from IYR's $300,000 per year lease 
payments. Whether this constitutes a profit is unclear from the record. 
2 Nagel Center, LLC also argues that the property was used after hours by police for training police 
dogs. This use appears to be de minimis. Furthermore, since the property was leased to IYR, it was 
IYR that provided this benefit to the police. 
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7) To whom the assets of the organization go upon dissolution. 
Nagel Center, LLC's Operating Agreement states that upon dissolution, " ... Company 
property shall be distributed in accordance with applicable law." Respondent Ex. 1, p. 116. The 
Operating Agreement contains no restrictions on where or to whom the property could be 
transferred upon Nagel Center, LLC's dissolution. 
8) Whether the charity provided is based on need. 
Nagel Center, LLC argues it should benefit from the charity work performed by IYR. It 
stated that "[t]estimony provided examples of the types of services needed and provided to the 
community, and to the children of Idaho." Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment at 13. These services were not provided by Nagel Center, LLC. Nagel Center, LLC 
was the conduit to allow the least expensive financing option for the Irving Property and did not 
provide any charity based upon need. Transcript, pp. 18-21. It fails this element of the Sunny 
Ridge Manor test. 
Nagel Center, LLC is not a charitable organization because it fails the Sunny Ridge 
Manor test. It also did not use the property for any charitable purpose. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
Nagel Center, LLC does not qualify for a charitable property tax exemption under Idaho 
Code § 63-602C. Nagel Center, LLC was a real estate holding company that borrowed money from 
KeyBank, purchased the Irving Property, and leased it to IYR for $300,000 per year. Therefore, 
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Nagel Center, LLC does not qualify for a charitable property tax exemption on the Irving Property 
under Idaho Code § 63-602C. _ I , 
. {SY--DATED this day of March, 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
By: 
Gene A. Petty 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, 
INC., IDAHO YOUTH RANCH 
NAGEL CENTER, LLC, 
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CASE NO. CV OC 2012 08338 
PETITIONERS SUPPLEMENTAL 
BRIEF 
Petitioner offers this supplemental brief in support of its motion for an order of summary 
judgment. 
Plain Language of Statute 
Traditional principles of construction require that statutes be read and applied in 
accordance their legislative intent. Legislative intent is ascertained from the plain and ordinary 
meaning of the words, giving effect to all words, sentences and phrases of the statute. The words 
are not read in isolation, but in the purpose and context of the statute. See Gillihan v. Gump, 140 
Idaho 264 (2004). In George W. Watkins Family v. Messenger, 118 Idaho 537 (1990), the Idaho 
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Supreme Court stated that the "plain meaning of a statute will prevail unless clearly expressed 
legislative intent is contrary or unless plain meaning leads to absurd results." Id. at 540. 
In the present case, Idaho Code §63-602C provides in its entirety as follows: 
63-602C. Property exempt from taxation -- Fraternal, benevolent, or 
charitable limited liability companies, corporations or societies. The 
following property is exempt from taxation: property belonging to any 
fraternal, benevolent, or charitable limited liability company, corporation 
or society, the World War veteran organization buildings and memorials 
of this state, used exclusively for the purposes for which such limited 
liability company, corporation or society is organized; provided, that if 
any building or property belonging to any such limited liability company, 
corporation or society is leased by such owner or if such limited liability 
company, corporation or society uses such property for business purposes 
from which a revenue is derived which, in the case of a charitable 
organization, is not directly related to the charitable purposes for which 
such charitable organization exists, then the same shall be assessed and 
taxed as any other property, and if any such property is leased in part or 
used in part by such limited liability company, corporation or society for 
such purposes the assessor shall determine the value of the entire building 
and the value of the part used or leased for commercial purposes. If the 
value of the part used for commercial purposes is determined to be three 
percent (3%) or less than the value of the entirety, the whole of said 
property shall remain exempt. If the value of the part used for commercial 
purposes is determined to be more than three percent (3%) of the value of 
the entirety, the assessor shall assess such proportionate part of such 
building including the value of the real estate as is so leased or used for 
such purposes, and shall assess the trade fixtures used in connection with 
the sale of all merchandise; provided however, that the lease or use of any 
property by any such limited liability company, corporation or society for 
athletic or recreational facilities, residence halls or dormitories, meeting 
rooms or halls, auditoriums or club rooms within the purposes for which 
such limited liability company, corporation or society is organized, shall 
not be deemed a business or commercial purpose, even though fees or 
charges be imposed and revenue derived therefrom. 
(Emphasis added). 
From the foregoing, it is apparent that the statute distinguishes commercial purposes from 
charitable purposes. In particular, only that portion of the property "leased for commercial 
purposes" in excess of3% of the value the property, is subject to taxation. 
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1bis meaning of the statute is further supported by a case noted by this court in its 
telephone conference with counsel for both parties. 
Boise Central v. Board of Ada County Commissioners 
The Idaho Supreme Court decision in Boise Central v. Board of Ada County 
Commissioners, 122 Idaho 67 (1992) supports the position that the property here in question 
qualifies for the charitable property tax exemption. 
In Boise Central, a nonprofit corporation - The Boise Central Trades and Labor Council, 
Inc. - owned a building where it leased office space to its members. Its members included local 
labor unions and other organizations affiliated with the AFL-CIO. Additionally, some office 
space was also rented to unrelated, nonmembers (an insurance company and credit union). A 
property tax exemption was sought pursuant to Idaho Code § 63-105C (the predecessor statute to 
Idaho Code §63-602C) as a fraternal organization. 
The Idaho Supreme Court held that the record supported the finding that the portion of 
the property leased to its members qualified for the property tax exemption. In so holding, the 
Supreme Court quoted the statute and stated: "it is clear that the legislature intended to exclude 
from exemption only those portions of an otherwise exempt property which are leased or used 
for commercial purposes." (Emphasis original) Boise Central at 72. The Supreme Court found 
that property leased to its members was consistent with the purpose of the organization and not 
undertaken for commercial purposes. The Supreme Court also noted that renting office space to 
the nonprofit organization's members was "analogous" to renting residence halls or dormitories 
which were specifically deemed non-commercial by the last section of the statute. Id at 72. 
In the present case, the Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC leased the subject 
property to its only member, the Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc. (TR 21, LN 13-18). Therefore, this 
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case is like Boise Central where the portion of the property leased to its members was held to be 
exempt. Moreover, the lease between the LLC and the Youth Ranch was not entered into for 
commercial purposes. It was not a commercial lease because: testimony established that the lease 
was not entered into for-profit (TR 26, LN 11-18); the rent was set at an amount equal to the 
mortgage payments only (TR 23, LN 21 to TR 24, LN 7); it was believed that the rent was 
below-market (TR 25, LN 23 to TR 26, LN 8); if hypothetically a "profit" had been made by the 
LLC, such profit would have been reported under generally accepted accounting principles 
(GAAP) on the financial statement and tax return of the Youth Ranch (TR 29, LN 2 -23); that the 
lease arrangement was not an arm's length transaction was specifically stated in the lending 
documents (TR 22, LN 8-25 and Exhibit 6, page Petitioner's Brief in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment-Page 71); moreover, the tenant (Youth Ranch) was required to guarantee 
the landlord's (LLC) mortgage. (TR 23, LN 1-20 and Exhibit 7). These factors would not be 
present in a commercial lease arrangement. 
Finally, as established in the prior briefing of this case, the lease was consistent with the 
purpose for which the LLC was created. The LLC was created to advance the charitable purposes 
of the Idaho Youth Ranch by providing a building for those charitable activities to take place. 
Conclusion 
The plain language of Idaho Code §63-602C and the Supreme Court's decision in Boise 
Central v. Board of Ada County Commissioners, establish that the statute excludes from 
exemption only those portions of an otherwise exempt property which are leased or used for 
commercial purposes. Since the lease in this instance was not undertaken for commercial 
purposes, the existence of the lease between the LLC and its only member should not affect the 
conclusion that the charitable exemption applies to the subject property. 
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Hinton /' 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC.; IDAHO ) 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV OC 2012-08338 
SUPPLEMENT AL 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, the Ada County Board of Equalization (Ada County), by and through its 
attorney of record, Gene A. Petty, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and submits its Supplemental 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
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I. 
BACKGROUND 
After briefing and oral argument on cross-motions for summary judgment filed by Ada 
County and Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC (Nagel Center, LLC), this Court invited the 
parties to submit additional briefing on the following issue: 
Both parties agree that the LLC leased a building. Idaho Code § 63-602C 
provides that if a charitable LLC leases a building, the building "shall be assessed 
and taxed as any other property." Given the plain language of the statute, is it 
necessary for this court to reach the sole question argued by the parties-whether 
the LLC is a charitable organization. 
Order Requesting Additional Briefing at 1. 
In its previous briefs, Ada County asked this Court to find that Nagel Center, LLC is not a 
charitable organization. Ada County also asked this Court to fmd that Nagel Center, LLC's use of 
the Irving Property disqualified it from receiving a charitable tax exemption. 
Ada County submits this supplemental brief to specifically address the question raised by 
this Court. 
II. 
ARGUMENT 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that the charitable property tax exemption statute has 
two requirements. Idaho Code§ 63-602C; Student Loan Fund of Idaho, Inc. v. Payette County, 138 
Idaho 684, 688, 69 P.3d 104, 108 (2003). "[F]irst, the property must belong to a charitable 
organization and second, that the property be used exclusively for the purpose for which the 
corporation was organized." Id The Idaho Supreme Court's decisions address the issue raised by 
this Court. 
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In Bogus Basin Recreational Association v. Boise County Board of Equalization, 118 
Idaho 686, 688, 799 P.2d 974, 976 (1990) the Idaho Supreme Court addressed whether a lease 
disqualifies a charitable organization from receiving a charitable property tax exemption under 
Idaho Code § 63-602C.1 The Court stated: 
We find nothing ambiguous in this portion of the statute-if any building or 
property belonging to a charitable organization, or any part of such building or 
property, is leased, to anyone, then the building or property is subject to 
assessment and taxation unless it constitutes less than 3 percent of the value of the 
entire building or property. 
This is a strict but perfectly legitimate reading of the statute. If this were the Idaho Supreme 
Court's latest pronouncement on this issue, Nagel Center, LLC certainly could not receive a 
charitable tax exemption in this case and this court would not need to address whether Nagel 
Center, LLC is a charitable organization. However, a few years later the Idaho Supreme Court 
again addressed this issue. 
In Boise Central Trades & Labor Council, Inc. v. Board of Ada County Commissioners, 
122 Idaho 67, 831 P.2d 535 (1992), the Idaho Supreme Court expanded its interpretation of the 
lease language in Idaho Code § 63-602C. Boise Central Trades & Labor Council ("Boise Central 
Trades") was an Idaho non-profit corporation whose membership included local unions, councils, 
and related organizations chartered or associated with the AFL-CIO. It owned real property that 
included offices, conference rooms, and a meeting room that were primarily occupied by the labor 
organizations who paid reduced rent to Boise Central Trades. In addition, Boise Central Trades 
leased space to a life insurance company and a credit union. 
The Idaho Supreme Court stated, "it is clear that [in Idaho Code§ 63-602C] the legislature 
1 Previously codified as Idaho Code§ 63-105C. 
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intended to exclude from exemption only those portions of an otherwise exempt property which are 
leased or used for commercial purposes." Id at 72, 540 (emphasis in original). The Court 
emphasized that the statute has two requirements: "(1) that the property belong to a fraternal, 
benevolent or charitable corporation or society; and (2) that the property be used exclusively for the 
purposes for which the corporation or society was organized." Id "If either of these two 
requirements are not met, no exemption will be given." Id 
The Idaho Supreme Court first analyzed whether Boise Central Trades was a qualifying 
fraternal organization and held that it was. It then considered whether Boise Central Trades 
exclusively used the property for purposes for which it was organized. The Court held that Boise 
Central Trades' lease of offices, conference rooms and a meeting room at a reduced rate to local 
unions, councils, and AFL-CIO related organizations was a purpose for which the Council was 
organized and was not a lease for commercial purposes. Those leases did not prevent Boise Central 
Trades from receiving a property tax exemption on those portions of the property. However, the 
Court held that Boise Central Trades leases to the life insurance company and credit union were for 
commercial purposes and, therefore, should be taxed. 
This Court asked the parties to address whether it needs to decide if Nagel Center, LLC is a 
charitable organization. Applying the Idaho Supreme Court's precedent, this Court should first 
determine whether Nagel Center, LLC is a charitable organization.2 If it is not a charitable 
organization, then it is not entitled to a charitable property tax exemption. If it is a charitable 
organization, then this Court should decide whether it uses the Irving Property for charitable 
2 The Idaho Supreme Court has held that the test from In re Appeal of Sunny Ridge Manor, 106 
Idaho 98, 675 P.2d 813, 815 (1984) should be used to determine whether an organization is a 
charitable organization. 
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purposes for which Nagel Center, LLC was organized. Nagel Center, LLC's lease of the Irving 
Property to Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc. is an important part of the second step of this analysis. In its 
previous briefs, Ada County thoroughly explained why Nagel Center, LLC is not a charitable 
organization and also why it does not exclusively use the property for charitable purposes. Rather 
than restating those arguments at length, Ada County requests that this Court consider its previous 
briefs on these issues. It is important to note, however, that the lease between Nagel Center, LLC 
and the Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc. is for commercial purposes. 
Nagel Center, LLC's lease with Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc. (IYR) is a commercial lease. 
Nagel Center, LLC purchased the Irving Property with a loan from KeyBank and entered into a 
Triple-Net Commercial Lease with IYR. Respondent Ex. 1, pp. 103-110; Transcript, p. 23, ll. 24-
25. Under the Lease, Nagel Center, LLC was the "Landlord" and IYR was the "Tenant". 
Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103. The monthly lease payments were $25,000 per month, totaling $300,000 
per year, which was approximately the mortgage payment of Nagel Center, LLC. Respondent Ex. 1, 
p. 103; Transcript, p. 24, ll. 3-4. IfNagel Center, LLC's mortgage payment ever increased, the rent 
payment would increase as well. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103. The lease term was twenty-five (25) 
years. Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103; Transcript, p. 55, ll. 2-8. The Lease also required that "[i]f a 
monthly rent payment is late, the Tenant shall be charged a late fee of $100 per day for each rent 
payment that is late. Late fees shall be immediately due and payable." Respondent Ex. 1, p. 103. 
Thus, the lease of the Irving Property is for a commercial purpose and Nagel Center, LLC is not 
entitled to a charitable property tax exemption. 
Nagel Center, LLC is not a charitable organization and its lease with IYR is for a 
commercial purpose. Therefore, it does not qualify for a charitable property tax exemption. 
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III. 
CONCLUSION 
Nagel Center, LLC does not qualify for a charitable property tax exemption under Idaho 
Code § 63-602C. The decisions of the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals and the Ada County Board of 
Equalization should be upheld and summary judgment should be granted to the Ada County 
Board of Equalization. 
DATED this 10th of June, 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
By: 
Gene A. Petty 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ADA COUNTY 
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to the following 
person by the following method: 
John Hinton 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 2702 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
___ Hand Delivery 
----'\/'-----U.S. Mail 
Certified Mail 
---
Facsimile 
---
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC., IDAHO Case No. CVOC 12-08338 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
The Idaho Youth Ranch, LLC, and Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC, 
applied for a property tax exemption available to charitable organizations pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 63-602C. The Ada County Board of Equalization denied the application 
and the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals affirmed that denial. 
On May 8, 2012, the Idaho Youth Ranch Inc. filed a petition in district court for 
judicial review of the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals' decision. A scheduling order issued 
on November 20, 2012. Both parties filed motions for summary judgment on the same 
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day, February 15, 2013. On February 27, 2013, the Hon. Judge Bail recused herself 
under l.R.C.P. 40(d)(4) and the case was reassigned tothe undersigned judge. 
On March 1, 2013, both parties filed reply briefs in response to the motions for 
summary judgment and the case was set for hearing on April 29, 2013. At the hearing 
John B. Hinton presented argument on behalf of Petitioner, the Youth Ranch. Gene 
Petty, Deputy Ada County Prosecutor; presented argument on behalf of Respondent, 
the Ada County Board of Equalization. The parties agreed there are no genuine issues 
of material fact and that the Court should decide this case as a matter of law on the 
competing motions for summary judgment. 
After the hearing on the cross-motions for summary judgment, the Court held a 
telephonic status conference with both parties to discuss an issue that had not been 
addressed. On May 9, 2013, the same day as the telephonic status conference, the 
Court issued an Order requesting additional briefing, and gave the parties until June 10, 
2013, to submit any additional briefs. On June 10, 2013, both parties filed supplemental 
briefs and the Court took the matter under advisement. 
FACTS 
The Youth Ranch, a charitable organization, exists for the purpose of assisting 
troubled children and their families. The Youth Ranch provides counseling, drug and 
alcohol treatment programs, animal therapy, and adoption services. 
In 2006, the Nagel Beverage Company approached the Youth Ranch with an 
offer to buy some property owned by the Beverage Company for $1, 136,000 less than 
the property's appraised value. The Beverage Company would donate the equity as a 
charitable contribution. This transaction was part of a 1031 exchange. 
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The lender - Key Bank - wanted the Youth Ranch to set up an LLC to hold the 
property to facilitate a speedy qualification on the loan. The Youth Ranch was also 
interested in creating an LLC to receive the least expensive financing option for the 
property. Thus, the Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel Center, LLC ("LLC") was created on 
August 15, 2006. 
The LLC's Operating Agreement states that the company "may engage in any 
lawful business permitted by the Act or laws of any jurisdiction in which the Company 
may do business." Although the LLC was initially managed by the Idaho Youth Ranch 
Foundation, when the Foundation merged with the Youth Ranch in March 2010, the 
Youth Ranch became the sole owner and manager of the LLC. 
The LLC's sole purpose was to own the building and property at issue in this 
case. The building and property were to provide the Youth Ranch with a distribution 
center, executive offices, and community services in southern Idaho. The LLC leased 
the property to the Youth Ranch. Under the lease, the LLC was the "landlord" and the 
Youth Ranch was the "tenant." The lease payments were fixed to exactly cover the 
mortgage payments on the property. Paragraph 1.5 of the Lease states: "The Tenant 
shall pay the Landlord the base monthly rent of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) 
or an amount equal to the Landlord's mortgage payment on the premises, whichever is 
greater, subject to adjustment as may be provided in this lease." The LLC did not make 
a profit on the rent; in fact, the Youth Ranch was required to guarantee the LLC's 
mortgage. 
The Youth Ranch used public donations to assist in remodeling and purchasing 
equipment for the property. 
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The use of the property benefitted the public by providing a place where 
donations were received. In addition, services to children and families were provided at 
the property and adoptions were arranged there. Unrelated to the charitable activities of 
the Youth Ranch, the police department was permitted to use the property after hours to 
train drug dogs. The LLC itself, acting as a landlord for the Youth Ranch, did not benefit 
the public directly. The LLC did benefit the public indirectly, however, by subsidizing the 
charitable activities of the Youth Ranch. 
On August 25, 2011, the property was conveyed to the Youth Ranch and the LLC 
merged into the Youth Ranch, with the Youth Ranch as the only surviving entity. 
ISSUE 
The question is whether the property used by the Youth Ranch, and held through 
its wholly-owned LLC, qualifies for a charitable property tax exemption under Idaho 
Code § 63-602C. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Code§ 63-3812 provides that appeals from the Board of Tax Appeals are 
to be heard and determined by the court in the same manner as though it were an 
original proceeding in that court. The burden of proof is on the party seeking relief to 
establish, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the Board of Tax Appeals' decision 
is erroneous. 
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DISCUSSION OF IDAHO CODE § 63-602C 
Before the Court can reach the question presented by the parties for decision: 
whether the property at issue qualifies for a charitable property tax exemption under 
Idaho Code § 63-602C, it is necessary to examine the requirements of the statute itself. 
Idaho Code § 63-602C states: 
Property exempt from taxation -- Fraternal, benevolent, or charitable 
limited liability companies, corporations or societies. The following 
property is exempt from taxation: property belonging to any fraternal, 
benevolent, or charitable limited liability company, corporation or society, 
the World War veteran organization buildings and memorials of this state, 
used exclusively for the purposes for which such limited liability company, 
corporation or society is organized; provided, that if any building or 
property belonging to any such limited liability company, corporation or 
society is leased by such owner or if such limited liability company, 
corporation or society uses such property for business purposes from 
which a revenue is derived which, in the case of a charitable organization, 
is not directly related to the charitable purposes for which such charitable 
organization exists, then the same shall be assessed and taxed as any 
other property, and if any such property is leased in part or used in part by 
such limited liability company, corporation or society for such purposes the 
assessor shall determine the value of the entire building and the value of 
the part used or leased for commercial purposes. If the value of the part 
used for commercial purposes is determined to be three percent (3%) or 
less than the value of the entirety, the whole of said property shall remain 
exempt. If the value of the part used for commercial purposes is 
determined to be more than three percent (3%) of the value of the entirety, 
the assessor shall assess such proportionate part of such building 
including the value of the real estate as is so leased or used for such 
purposes, and shall assess the trade fixtures used in connection with the 
sale of all merchandise; provided however, that the lease or use of any 
property by any such limited liability company, corporation or society for 
athletic or recreational facilities, residence halls or dormitories, meeting 
rooms or halls, auditoriums or club rooms within the purposes for which 
such limited liability company, corporation or society is organized, shall not 
be deemed a business or commercial purpose, even though fees or 
charges be imposed and revenue derived therefrom. 
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According to the plain language of the statute, if a property is leased by the 
owner, the property is not exempt from taxation. The plain language of the statute does 
not require an analysis of the purpose of the lease - whether commercial or charitable. 
The purpose of the lease is irrelevant. The pertinent language is emphasized here. 
Property exempt from taxation -- The following property is exempt from 
taxation: property belonging to any fraternal, benevolent, or charitable 
limited liability company, corporation or society, the World War veteran 
organization buildings and memorials of this state, used exclusively for the 
purposes for which such limited liability company, corporation or society is 
organized; provided, that if any building or property belonging to any 
such limited liability company, corporation or society is leased by 
such owner or if such limited liability company, corporation or society 
uses such property for business purposes from which a revenue is derived 
which, in the case of a charitable organization, is not directly related to the 
charitable purposes for which such charitable organization exists, then 
the same shall be assessed and taxed as any other property, and if 
any such property is leased in part or used in part by such limited liability 
company, corporation or society for such purposes the assessor shall 
determine the value of the entire building and the value of the part used or 
leased for commercial purposes. 
If this Court were to apply the plain language of the statute as written, the Court 
would find that the property at issue is not exempt from taxation for the sole reason that 
the property at issue was leased. Under the plain language, that is the beginning, 
middle, and end of the inquiry. It was leased, it is not exempt. 
However, this Court is not interpreting this statute as a matter of first impression. 
In Boise Central Trades & Labor Council, Inc. v. Board of Ada County Commissioners, 
122 Idaho 67, 831 P.2d 535 (1992), the Idaho Supreme Court interpreted a similarly 
worded statute - which is not this statute - and concluded that in determining whether 
certain types of leased property might be subject to a tax exemption, a court should first 
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examine whether the property is held by a charitable or other qualifying entity. The 
Supreme Court wrote that, to qualify for an exemption under the statute, a court must 
find "(1) that the property belonged to a fraternal, benevolent or charitable corporation or 
society; and (2) that the property was used exclusively for the purposes for which the 
corporation was or society was organized." Boise Central Trades & Labor Council, Inc. 
v. Board of Ada County Commissioners, 122 Idaho 67, 72, 831 P.2d 535, 540 (1992). 
Both parties agree that this Court is obligated to follow the Idaho Supreme 
Court's interpretation of a different statute (l.C. § 63-105C) in interpreting this statute 
(1.C. § 63-602C). In its supplemental briefing, Respondent observed in a footnote that 
Idaho Code § 63-602C was "previously codified as Idaho Code § 63-105C." 
(Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Ada County Board of Equalization's Motion 
for Summary Judgment, p.3, fn.1.) Because Idaho Code § 63-602C was previously 
codified as Idaho Code § 63-105C, this Court must follow the Idaho Supreme Court's 
interpretation of Idaho Code§ 63-105C in interpreting Idaho Code § 63-602C. 
The parties agree that this Court must decide whether the LLC was a charitable 
limited liability corporation and further agree that the applicable law for making that 
decision is found in Canyon County, Idaho Assessor v. Sunny Ridge Manor, 106 Idaho 
98, 675 P.2d 813 (1984). The Court adopts this approach, concluding that it is bound 
by the Idaho Supreme Court's interpretation of a different statute - with similar language 
- in Boise Central Trades & Labor Council, Inc. v. Board of Ada County Commissioners, 
122 Idaho 67, 72, 831 P.2d 535, 540 (1992). 
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APPL YING THE TEST IN SUNNY RIDGE MANOR, THE LLC WAS NOT A 
CHARITABLE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
Applying the test in Sunny Ridge Manor, this Court must first determine whether 
the LLC in question was a charitable limited liability company. If the LLC was not a 
charitable limited liability company then the property held by the LLC is not exempt from 
taxation. 
The Idaho Supreme Court wrote in Sunny Ridge Manor, Inc., that the 
"[d]etermination of an institution's charitable status is necessarily an individual matter, to 
be decided on a case-by-case basis." 106 Idaho at 100, 675 P.2d at 815. As a general 
guideline for deciding the charitable status of a particular entity, the Court set forth eight 
factors, recognizing that "[t]here may be factors listed above which have no application 
to particular cases, and factors not listed which would need to be considered." Id. 
The factors the Court listed are: (1) the stated purposes of its undertaking, 
(2) whether its functions are charitable, (3) whether it is supported by donations, (4) 
whether the recipients of its services are required to pay for the assistance they receive, 
(5) whether there is general public benefit, (6) whether the income received produces a 
profit, (7) to whom the assets would go upon dissolution of the corporation, and (8) 
whether the "charity" provided is based on need. 
The parties' arguments on applying these factors are set forth in graph form with 
the Court's conclusion: 
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Petitioner's ArQument Respondent's ArQument Court's Conclusion 
Various stated purposes of Stated purposes of the LLC Stated purposes of the LLC 
the LLC, to include were not charitable; were not charitable 
charitable purposes operating agreement stated 
that the LLC "may engage 
in any lawful business 
permitted by the Act or laws 
of any jurisdiction in which 
the Company may do 
business." 
LLC's purpose was to LLC's purpose was to act LLC's purpose was to 
support the Youth Ranch, as a landlord, which is not a support the Youth Ranch, 
which is a charitable charitable purpose which is a charitable 
function function 
Idaho Youth Ranch LLC did not receive any The LLC was not supported 
received a $350,000 grant charitable donations in by charitable donations 
as well as matching 2008,2009,2010 
charitable contributions 
from the public to benefit 
the LLC's property in 
question 
LLC gave below-market Recipient of services (the Recipient of services (the 
rent to Youth Ranch, which Youth Ranch) was required Youth Ranch) was required 
in turn served the public to pay the LLC $25,000 per to pay the LLC $25,000 per 
month for the use of the month for the use of the 
property property, or an amount 
equal to the mortgage 
payment, whichever is 
1Qlrteate11, 
LLC benefited Idaho's LLC did not provide a LLC indirectly benefited 
children and families by general public benefit; its Idaho's children and 
supporting the Youth only activities were owning families by supporting the 
Ranch; property in question the property, collecting rent Youth Ranch; however, 
also used to train police from the Youth Ranch, and using the property to train 
dogs paying a loan to Key Bank police dogs was not a 
charitable activity 
LLC realized no profit Unclear from the record There is no evidence that 
whether the lease the LLC realized a profit 
payments from the Youth 
Ranch to the LLC 
generated a profit 
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Property would have gone Under the LLC's operating The property likely would 
to the Youth Ranch upon agreement, the property have gone to the Youth 
liquidation would be distributed "in Ranch upon dissolution; 
accordance with applicable however, this is not certain. 
law." This is not charitable 
because there were no 
restrictions on where or to 
whom the property could be 
transferred upon dissolution 
Idaho citizens needed the No evidence that the LLC Charity provided was not 
community services provides any services based on (direct) need; see 
delivered at the property; based on need. The LLC analysis below 
government would have did allow a charitable 
had to provide many of the organization (the Idaho 
services otherwise Youth Ranch) to benefit 
from a much lower interest 
rate in purchasing property 
than the Youth Ranch could 
otherwise qet 
The final factor in the Idaho Supreme Court's Sunny Ridge analysis (whether the 
"charity" provided is based on need) is complex due to the definition of need. If one 
imagines a Salvation Army volunteer handing out hats and mittens to shivering orphans 
with snow falling all around, it is easy to conclude that the charity provided is based on 
need. It is visible and direct. 
If the orphans go without because the Salvation Army must pay mortgage 
interest, and therefore cannot afford to buy the mittens, would the payment of the 
mortgage interest or subsidizing of the mortgage interest constitute a charity based on 
need, where such payment ultimately enables the Salvation Army to directly meet the 
charitable need? How visible and direct must "need" be under the Sunny Ridge test? 
This Court concludes that the charity provided must be directly responsive to a 
(charitable) need. The LLC's charitable assistance to the Youth Ranch was indirectly 
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responsive to a charitable need, which is not enough - either standing alone, or in 
conjunction with the other factors in this case - to make the LLC a charitable entity. 
Applying the factors that the Idaho Supreme Court has set forth, and looking at 
the totality of this case, this Court concludes that the LLC was not a charitable limited 
liability company within the meaning of Idaho Code § 63-602C; therefore, the property 
owned by the LLC is not exempt from taxation. The Board of Tax Appeals' decision is 
affirmed. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 19th day of June 2013. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~ 
I hereby certify that on this / 'f day of June 2013, I mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
John B. Hinton 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
PO Box2702 
Boise, ID 83701 
Gene Petty 
Deputy Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
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Clerk of the District Court 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC., IDAHO Case No. CVOC 12-08338 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent. 
JUDGMENT 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the Board of Tax 
Appeals' decision is affirmed. Judgment enters in favor of Respondent. 
DATED this 19th day of June 2013. 
~~ 
Melissa Moody 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~ 
I hereby certify that on this 2-V day of June 2013, I mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
John B. Hinton 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
PO Box2702 
Boise, ID 83701 
Gene Petty 
Deputy Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
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( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Electronic Mail 
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( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
~Interdepartmental Mail 
( ) Electronic Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
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JOHN B. IDNTON, ISB No. 4114 
POBox2702 . 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-0200 
Facsimile: (208) 361-0029 
Attorney for Petitioner 
NO--------=~--:----~~ 
A.M ___ F .... IL~.M YJj ::: 
JUL 2 3 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By CHRISTINE SWEET 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, 
INC., IDAHO YOUTH RANCH 
NAGEL CENTER, LLC, 
Petitioner-Appellant 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF 
EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------) 
CASE NO. CV OC 2012 08338 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION; 
AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, GENE A. PETTY, DEPUTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY, ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, 200 W. FRONT ST, ROOM 3191, 
BOISE, ID 83702; AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellant, The Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc., Idaho Youth Ranch Nagel 
Center, LLC, appeals against the above-named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
district court's judgment affirming the Board of Tax Appeals decision in the above-entitled 
action for judicial review, which judgment was entered on the 19th day of June, 2013, the 
Honorable Judge Melissa Moody presiding. 
2. That the appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment 
described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Rules 1 l(a)(l) and 1 l(a)(2), 
I.A.R. 
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3. Appellant intends to raise the following issue on appeal: 
Whether the property used by The Idaho Youth Ranch, Inc., and held through its 
wholly-owned LLC, qualified for a charitable property tax exemption under Idaho Code 
63-602C? 
4. There is no order sealing any portion of the record. 
5. a. No new reporter's transcripts are requested. This is an appeal from the district 
court's appellate decision affirming the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals in favor of 
respondent. The relevant transcript of the hearing before the Board of Tax Appeals was 
prepared and filed in the district court case. That transcript was prepared at the request of, and 
paid for by, the petitioner-appellant in the prior proceedings. 
b. Appellant requests that the transcript from the Board of Tax Appeals case, filed in 
the district court case, be included in the clerk's record. 
6. Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, l.A.R: 
05/08/2012 
06/08/2012 
02/15/2012 
02/15/2012 
02/15/2012 
02/15/2012 
02/15/2012 
03/01/2013 
03/01/2013 
06/10/2013 
06/10/2013 
06/19/2013 
06/19/2013 
7. I certify: 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Agency Record, filed this date 
Petitioner Idaho Youth Ranch's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Petitioner Idaho Youth Ranch's Briefin Support of Motion for S.J. 
Ada County Board of Equalizations Motion for S.J. 
Affidavit of Christopher D Rich 
Ada County Board of Equalizations Memorandum in Support 
Petitioner Idaho Youth Ranch's Brief in Reply Motion for S.J. 
Reply Memorandum of Ada County Board of Equalization 
Petitioner's Supplemental Brief 
Supplemental Memorandum of Ada County 
Memorandum Decision and Order 
Judgment 
(a) The relevant transcript of the hearing before the Board of Tax Appeals was previously paid 
for by the appellant and filed in the district court case. The appellant has not requested 
preparation of a transcript of the district court's hearing on the cross-motions for summary 
judgment. 
(b) The preparation of additional transcripts is not requested and therefore no transcription fee is 
required. 
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( c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
( d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20; service 
on the Idaho Attorney General is not required in this case. 
DATED TillS ".). ~,..J day of July, 2013. 
B. Hinton, 
aw Office of John B. Hinton 
Attorney for the Appellant, Idaho Youth Ranch 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this.,_1j day of July, 2013, I caused to be served a true copy of 
the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL the method indicated below, and addressed to those parties 
marked served below: 
Gene Petty 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Ada County Prosecutor's Office 
200 W. Front St, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC., IDAHO 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC., 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41256 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
That the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to the Record: 
1. Agency Record. 
2. Exhibits to Agency Record. 
3. Agency Record Transcript of Hearing held November 18, 2011. 
CD of Agency Hearing is copy-protected. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 27th day of August, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC., IDAHO 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC., 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41256 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
JOHN B. HINTON 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Date of Service: 
AUG 2 '1 20\3 
. ~~~~~~~~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
GENE A. PETTY 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
,,,, ........ . 
,,, llJ ,,, 
CHRISTOPHER n.,fili6M DJch 1111 ~~ ~······ •i.( ,, Clerk of the Distcl'Gb~gfirt •• •• .0,... '=:. 
: a : ,1~ STATE • "cl' ~ \~ .. u: ~'\~'v \~': : :o 't ... •---': -~:n: By - • . : ~: 
Deputy Clerk \ .l f .f 
-:. 7n. •• •• ~ ~ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC., IDAHO 
YOUTH RANCH NAGEL CENTER, LLC., 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
ADA COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, 
Respondent. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41256 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction as, and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, 
as well as those requested by Counsels. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
23rd day of July 2013. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
